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H uman history shows that even before the emergence of the
working class, there existed ideas which reflected the aspirations of
progressive classes of society. However, owing to their historical and

class limltations the role of the previous thoughts in social develop-
ment was also limited

* We can take for example Utopian socialism, a progressive thought
which appeared in the early 19th century. The Utopian socialists not

only sympathized with the social and class positions of the oppressed
masses and cursed corrupt capitalism, but also put forward a new ptqn

for socialist society in the interests of the popular masses. At that time,
however, the working crass was too young to be an independent class

and their class rtruggle against capital was not yetvirile. Owing to such

limitations of hisiorical development, their ideas were unable to

scientif ically substantiate the inevitability of the f all of capitalism and the

necessity of victory of socialism, and failed to put forward the.question
of revolutionary overthrow of the domination of capital. Thus, their
socialism remained a utopianism

The revolutionary ideas of the working class are progrqssive ideas

that play a great role in socio-historical development, because

they correctly ref lect the aspirations and interests of the popular

masses including the working class and conform to the law of social
prog ress.

Because they correctly reflect the aspirations of the masses and

needs of the times, the revolutionary ideas of the working class give a

powerf ul impetus to the development of society and history by

arousing the popular masses, the subiect of history, to the re-

volutionary struggle.

The revolutionary ideas of the working class are originated
by d istinE u ished leaders.

The dear leader comrade Kim Jong ll said:
,,The revolutionary ideas of the working class are orig-

inated bV distinguished leaders',,lt can ne said that the history of the communist move-
nnent spanning a hundred and seores of years is a history of
working-class leaders creating and developing revolutionary
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The great President Kim ll Sung authored the J uche idea to
open up the age of Juche.

The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll stated:
"Our leader created the great Juche idea after acquiring a

deep insight into the requirements of a new era when the
oppressed and hurniliated rnasses of the people became
masters of their own destiny. Thus he developed their
struggle for Chajusong onto a higher plane and opened up the.
age of Juche, a new era in the development of human
h isto ry .'' (tbid., pp 3 4 )

Based on a deep insight into the dernands of our age, a new era
entirely different from the preceding times, the respected President
created the great Juche idea

The new era is a historical era when the popular masses oppressed
and humiliated by the lmperialists appeared as masters of the
world on the arena, hewing out their destiny independently and
creat ive ly.

Today the people of many countries are upholding Chaj usong and
following the road of Chaj usong.This new age of Chaj usong called for
a new guiding idea which shows the road of struggle for the
Chajusong of the popular masses. The urgent demands of the era of
Chaj usong carne to be met only when the respected President
authored the great Juche idea.
, The creation of the J uche idea by the respected President is a great

event rn the h istory of h uma n kind .

By founding the Juche idea, the respected President developed
the struggle of the masses of people for Chajusong onto a new height
and opened up the age of Juche, a new era in human history'
Embracing the Juche icjea as their guiding principle, the popular
masses became the independent subject of history to carve out their
destiny in an independent and creative manner.

Thus began the era of Juche, a new age of human history when
the popular rnasses, as masters, wage a solemn worldwide struggle for
national, class and human emancipation. Herein lies the immortal
service rendered by the respected President Kim ll Sung, the great
leader of the peopte in our age,the age of Juche.
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of the serious political and economic crises they were going through
The more vicious the imperialist schemes becanne, the sharper the
contradictions and antagcnism between revolution and counter-
revolution grew in many countries.

Where there is exploitation and oppression, there will always be
the revolutionary strugg le of the people.

The masses of the people whose sovereig n rig hts had been
trampled upon by the intperialists and colonialists for a long time rose
in a struggle for class and national liberation. ln particular, the
liberation struggle of the peoples in colonies and semi-colonies
against imperialism and colcnialisrn assumed worldwide dimensions.

Thus came the new era when the revolutionary movement of the
masses for Chaj usong would develop in a diversifled way throughout
the world.

ln order to advance the revolution under such new historical
conditions, the working class and other people of each country had to
solve all problems with the awareness of masters in keeprrrg with their
realitres. ln other words, the ne\ / historical cond itions demanded that
the path be shown for the people of each country,the subject of their
own revolution, to rnake revolution in an independent and creative
man ner.

The Juche idea originated precisely from this new dernand for the
establishment cf J tiche in the revolutionary struggle of the w'orking
class and the popular rnasses.

ln Korea, more than in any other countries, to establish Juche was
especially important because of thre peculiarities of her historical
developmerrt and the complexity and arduousness r:f the revo!ution.

I n Korea wh ich is located between great pcwers, f lu nkeyism
appeared long ago to hinder the country's development, Flunkeyism
implies a servile spirit rnarked by worshipping and kowtowing to big
pcwers and a spirit cf national nil'rilism which means tooking down
unconditionally on one's own country and people, One who is infected
wlth flunkeyisrn will notthinkto get on one's own feet but only lookto
others for help. lt is entirely because of flunkeyism that in the bygone
days Korea was swallowed up by Japanese imperialism and that the
eariy comrnunist movement in Korea followed a tortuous course and
went down in the end, Because of such historical peculiarities, to
establish J uche was especially irnportant in Korea.
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the revolution and have the strength to propel the revolution. But the
masses will not rise in the revolution of themsclves nor can win victory
in ttre revoiution with folded arrfts. Cnly when they are armed with
great revolutionary ideas and united into an crganized political force,
will the masses emerlJe victorious in the revolution. The duty of
revolutionanes is, therefore, to gc amonE the popular masses, ed ucate,
or"ganize and inspire them to a struggle.The revolutionary forces
shouid be fostereC frorfi amcng the masses, and all problems arising in

the revolutionary struggle should be resolved by using their wisdom
and strength.

However, the communists and nationalists who were allegedly
engaged in the national-liberation movement in Korea in the 1920's
guo* no thought to going among the masses to educate, organize and
arcLJse them to a revoiutionary struggle, but, divorced from the masses,

were only engrossed in the scramble for hegemony and empty talks
Tt-rey did not unite the masses but divided them by factional strife.

ln the first period of his revolutionary struggle, the great President
saw through their mistakes and realrzed that one would get nowhere by
only indulging in word play as they did. He tock a road different from
theirs, a genuinely revolutionary roaC which led hrm to be amcng the
masses and to rely on them in the struggle. ln this course he clarified
the truth that the masses of people are the masters of the revolution
and, therefore, that only when one educates and awakens them and
enlists their inexhaustlble strength will he be able to register victory in

the revolution. That the popular masses are the sublect of the
revolution is one of the starting points of the Jushe idea.

The second starting point is that the popular masses who are the
masters, should make revolution with their own e onviction and on their
own responsibility and that alt prohlems arising in the revol ution
should be solved in an independetrt and creative way'

The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll pointed out'
"Drawing on ser.ious lessons derived f rom such f lunkeyism

and dogmatism, the leader clarified the truth ttrat a revo-
lution should be carried out not by anyone's approval or
instruction but by one's own conviction and on one's own
responsibility and that all problems arising in the revolution
should be solved in an independent and creative way. This is
another starting point of the Juche ide a." (lbid , p 7.)
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This was when the great President Kim ll Sung clarif ied the truth
that the revolution should be carried out not by anyone's approval or
instructions but from one's own conviction and on one's own
responsibility and in an independent manner and that all problems
arising in the revolution should be solved in a creative way. That the
revolution should be carried on in an independent and creative way is
another starting point of the J uche idea'

Like this, the great President Kim ll Sung clarif ied the new trurth
and originated the immortal Juche idea on the basis of the practical
experience and lessons of the revolutionary strugg le

From that time the Korean revolution advanced steaclfastly along
the track of independence with the Juche idea as its guiding principle.

The Juche idea is a precious fruit of the surperb ideological
and theoretical activities of the great President Kim ll Sung.

The guiding idea of the revolution is not born automatically of the
demands of the times even if such demands have arisen.

The Juche idea was born of the extraordinarr/ ideological and
theoretical activities of the great President Kim ll Sung.

The characteristics of his ideological and theoretical activitles
were, above all, that these activities were always based on the
revol utionary activities

The dear leader Comrade Kirn Jong ll said.
"The leader has conducted ideoloEical and theoretical

activities invariably based on the revolution arY practice, and
developed and enriched t'he revolutionary idea and theories in
the course of giving answgrs to problems arising in the
revolutionary Practice." {tbid, p 7 )

Only on the basis of the revolutionary activities can one apply
existing theories in the interests of the revolution and in conformity
with the actual conditions of one's own coLrntry and discover new
truths and create new ideas and theories.

The great President gave a scientif ic insig ht into the practical
needs of our age and the Korean revolution and applied the established
theor.ies in conformitywith them in a creative way,and found the new
truth of Juche not in a quiet study but in the crucible of the arduous
revolution and developed and enriched the Juche idea,
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new path for the revolution. Finally, he explained the prin-
Giples of the Juche idea at the Meeting of Leading Personnel
of the young communist League and the Anti-lmperialist
youth League held at Kalun in June 1930 and put forward a

Juche-oriented line for the Korean revolution. This was a

h istorical event which heralded the creation of the Juche idea
and the birth of the Juche-oriented revolutionarrT line," (lbid"

pp 7-8 )

The great president discovered the truth of the Juche idea in the
course of opposing all sorts of outdated reactionary ideological trends'
and hewing out a new path for the revolution'

lgnoring the interests of the revolution, the biEoted' nationalists,
bogus Marxists, flunkeyists and dogmatists were engrossed in fac-
tional strife and scramble for hegernony and thus greatly hampered the
developrnent of the Korean revolution.

. The "bigoted nationalists" means those who are so deeply steeped

in the old habits that they remain strongly conservative and stick to their
old views, without taking account of the changing situati?n und.seeing

the viable new things. 1rl* "bogus Marxists" means the pretended

Marxists who mak. u itlow of a few Marxist propositions they know and

regard the revolution as something fashionable.

Criticizing their mistakes and striving to hew out a new path of the

revolution, the great president laid emphasis on the fact that the
popular masses are the masters of the revolution and, accordingly, one

should go among them, awaken and rouse them, and that all problems

arising in the revolution should be solved in an independent and

creative ma n ner.
The discovery of this revolutionary truth precisely meant the birth

of the J uche idea
ln the first period when he embarked on the revolution, the great

president Kim ll Sung discovered this great truth. Fina'lly, he pro-

pounded the principles of the Juche idea at the Kalun Meeting in June
1g30 and put forward the Juche line of the Korean revolution, their

embod iment.
This was a historic event which

the undrTing J uche idea and the
volutionary line
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The J uche idea thus came of the demanrJs of the new age when
the popular masses appeared as masters of history and of the rich
experience gained in the revclutionary stt'uggle.This is why it has
become the great guiding iCea of the revolutron in ou!.age
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relation to man is entirely consistent with the basic rnission of
ph iloso ph y.

Tha Juche idea thrours light on the relations between mEn and the
wcrlC ar:cl cn his pcsition and role in the world ancl, on this basis, gives
a scientific explanation of the true features of the wcrld and of the law
of its change and development"

Being a man -centred philosophical thoug ht, the J uche idea is an
origrnal iclea which gives a correct view of the world and shows people
the way of hewing out their destiny,

a. The Juche ldea ls Based on the Philosophical
Principle Considering Man a Primary Factor

The philosophical principle of the J uche idea gives a
scientific answer to the fundamental question of philosophy
regarding man as the main factor.

The deai leader Comrade Kirn Jong ll saicl:
"As the leader said, the J uche idea is based on the

philosophical principle that man is the master of everything
and decides everything. The Juche idea raised the funda-
mental question of philosophy by reEarding man as the main
facto (, e.nd elucidated the philosophical principle that man is
the maste r of eve ryth ing a nd decides eve ryth ing "

"That man is the master of everything meaRs that he is the
master of the world and of his own destiny; that man decides
everything rneans that he plays the decisive role in transform-
ing the world and in shaping his destiny.

"The ph ilosoph ica I principle of the J uche idea is the
principle of man-centred philosophy which explains man's
position and role in the world." (lbid., p 9.)

The J uche rdea newly puts f orward the f undarnental q uestion of
philosophy with man as the primary factor.

" 'f he f undamentai q ue stion of philosophy sign if ies the primary
question w'hich mulst bc solverJ for the attainn:ent of the funrlnmental
ainr eif philosophy. The fundamental aim of philosophy is to show the
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cleveloped being in tlre real world and, accordingly, man's attributes
are decrsive in determining the essential content of the relations
between man and the objective world.

Man relates himself to the objective world purposefully and
actively with Chaj usong and creativity, in other words, with def inite
vital demands and capacities. The relations man forms wlth the world
with definite demands are the relaticlns of interests whlch find
expression nrainly in his position in the world, ar'td the relations he has
with the world with definite strength and capacity are the reiations of
strength which are mainly expressed in the role he plays in transform-
ing and developing the world. After all, the question of the relations
between man and the world boils down to the question of man's
pssiticn ancl role ln the world.

The philosophical principle of the J uche idea gives a scientif ic
exposition of man's position and role in the world.

The sreat President Kim Il Sung gave the classic pl'oposition that
ma n is the master of everyth ing a nd decrdes everyth ing as the
philosophical principle on which the J uche rdea is based.

" Generally speaking, the philosophical principle explains the es-
sence of the world and the law of its change and development. The
philosophlcal principle we refer to here is a principle which gives answer
to the fundamental questiorr of philosophy and it is the basic principle
which constitutes the starting point in solving all other philosophical
problenrs. This phiiosophical principle determines the view, viewpoint
arrd stand in relation to the world which make up the contents of the
world outlook.

Tlre philosophical principle of the J uche idea has two aspects that
rnan is the master of everything and that he decides everything.

That man is the master of everything means that he is the master of
the world and of his own destiny.This clarifies man's position and role
iir tlre world.

Man is in the position of the master who Cominates the world.
All things are closely interrelated to forn: a material whole. The

position of every material being in the urorld depends on its level of
dei,,elopnrent.

Man is the most developed being in the material world Although
other lry,nn things are subordinated and adapted to nature, man exists
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cf man -primary phiiosophy which g ives the only correct answer to the
questron cf man's position and role in the world, the fundamental
q uestion of philosoPhy

The philosophical principle of the Juche idea is based on a
new philosophical interpretation of man.

The dear leader Cornrade Kim Jong ll pointed out:
"The leader made it clear that man is a social being with

Chajusong, creativity and coRsciousffiess
"lvlat1, thaugh materialexistence, is not a simple materia[

beinS, He is the most developed material being, a speclal
product of the evolution of the rnaterial world. Man was
already eutstanding as he emerged from the world of nature.
He exists and develops bry cognizing and changing the world
to rnake it serve him, whereas all other material lives maintain
their existence through their subordination and adaptation to
the objective world.

"Man holds a special position and plays a special role as
maste r of the wo rld beca use he is a socia I be i ng with
Chajusong, creativity and consciousness

"The treader gave a new philosophical conception of man
by defining Chajuson€,, creativity and consciousness as the
essential features of man, the social beil'tg"" (lbid, pp 9-10.)

The material things which make up the world are various and so
are the degrees of their deveiopment. The more developed things have
new, superior attributes over the less developed, and their relations are
f orrned on th is basis.

ln his relations with the world, man holds a special position and
pfays a special role as master because he has essential attributes
inherent in hinr as the most developed material being.

Man is the most advanced material being and a special product of
the development of the material world,

Man came into beinE in the long course of change and develop-
ment of the materual worlC. The earth in its first phases had nothing L:ut
inanimate things on it. The icng process of change and development of
lifeless things gave rise to living things, and man came lnto existence in
the long process of evolution and developnnent cf the living things"
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The problenr of the essentia!features of man, the social being, vdas

cnly to be solved splendidly b,y the great President l(im ll Sung in our
age. He expouncled thert men is a social being with Chaiusong,
creativity and consciousness, thus giving a perfect philosophical
answer to the questicn clf man"

ChajLlsong, creativity and ccnsciousness are man's social
attr i b utes.

The dear leader cor"nrade Kim Jong Il said:
" Chajusopg, creativity and consciousness a!'e man's

sscial qualities wtrich tal<e shape and develop socially anct
historicallV,[Wan atone in the world lives and conducts
activity in social nelationship. He rnaintains his existence and
achieves his airrr only socially" Chajusong, creatlvity ancl
consclousness are peculiar to man, the sociat being." (tbid , p.

10 )

Chaj LJsong, creativity and consciousness, ffian's essent!al
qualities, are social attribr-rtes which are formed socially and historically
and develop as societY ProUresses.

Unlil<e other living tlrings that are related w'ith each other by their
instinct, man lives purposefully in social relationship w'ith definite
der,.rancis and abilities. Man is the only orre in the world that irves anrj
acts in social relationship. Linl<ed together by social relationship,
human beings form the socialcorrlrrunity" Not only people but rnaterial
ancl cultural wealth is also connected socially'

The cornmunity of people whc ha\/e material and cr-rltural wealth
accurnulatecl socially ancj historically ancl are linl<ed together by social
relations has new vitaldemancls which nt: isolated individual can have
When people are [:ounrl together into a comrylunity like a nation or a

class, it comes to have clemands fcr rnaintaining and developing its
existence as such vvhiie meeting its interests. Such communal de-
mands of people express the social needs distinct fronr rndividual
needs. But tlrese social neecls do rrot mean immediately the in-
dependent clemands of people to live and deveiop as rnaster of the
world. Only when social dernands are met by the creative power cf the
social community can they be independent demands

The absalute superiority of man as a social being to the [:iological
being lies in the fact that rnan has creative abiiity to transforrn, change
ancj rjev*!op the worlci end le.ssly. Man is capai:le cf ceaselessly
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Chaj usong, creativlty and consciousness allen tc other animate thrngs
because he is a developed organisnr" However, with all his develop:ecl

organisrn, the h unran being cfinnut l'rave Chaiuscl]g, creativity and

consciousness sc long as he lrves cutside of scciety. So, ii can be sard

that Chaj usong, creativity and ccnsciousftess are the attrlbutes clf rnan

given hini nct bry nature but [:y sc]ciety anct tl'rat they are the s*cial
attributes of man not born af biclcgical evGlution but f orined and

clevelopeC socialty and historicalIir.
Man is, above all, a social heing with Chajuscng'
The dear leader ComraCe Kim Jong ll poirrted out:
,,lwan is a being with chajusCIng, that i$, an independent

social being.,,Chajuiong is an attribute of social man who is desirous
of living and devetoping in an independent way as rtlaster of
the wor[d and his own destiny. Sn the strength of this qua[[ty,
ru1an throws off the fetters of nature, opposes social subju-
gation cf all forms and puts everything at his own service.

,'Chaiusong is the Iife and souI of man, the social beinE.
When Gf*r;usong is referred to as man's Iife and soul, it means
social and politital integrity. Man has a physical Iife and also
social and politicat integrity. The physical life is what keeps a

rnan atrive is biological organism; social and political integrity
is what keeps hinn alive as social being"' (f bid, p 'l 0 )

Chajusong is an attribute of social rfian who is desirous of living
and developing in an indepenclent way as master of the wcrld and his

CIwn destiny.
Man's Chaj usong finds expression, above all, in his wish to live

and develop in an independent way. Man wants to get rid of all forms
of bonds and fetters of nature and society and live freely. Human desire

to thrcw off ali sorts of bondage and fetters and live as master of the
world is termed a wish to irve in an indepencjent way.

Man has a desire to live independently and makes active eft-
deavours f or its realizatioR. Herein lies Gne of h is f undamenta!
characteristics which mark him off fronn the animals. Needless tc say,

anirnals have a desire to live. 8ut theirs is totally different frorn the
ir"idependent clesire of man, the social heing. Animals merely want to
live hy adapting themselves to the natural environrnents. ln contrast to
this. man desires to live in an independent way as master of the world
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independently by the social community.
Social and political integrity is far more precious for man than his

physical life. Since man is a living organism, he has physical life Man
has physiological needs, which he has to meet Thrs is generally called
private life. The physical life of man is subordinated to his social anC
political integrity. The basic aim of the life of man as a social being is

not to meet his physiological needs but to realize his independent
requirements; what is essential to man is not private life but social life'
The physioiogical needs of man are subordinate to his independent
requirements, ancl his private life to his social and political life. Man
needs physical fitness so as to live and develop independently as the
master of nature and society; he does not remodel nature and society
and himself merelyto maintain his physical life. One eats in orderto live
a life worthy of man, and he does not lrve in order to eat.

Only when a man has social and political integrity can he live a

worthy life as a human tleing socially and politically, and guard his
dignity as a social being The genuine life of man as a social being is the
life as the true master of society, Social and political integrity alone
enables man to live as the master socially and politically. lf a rnan has
no Chaj usong socially ancl politically, he cannot become the master c'f

nature and societl, and himseif. A man wlro has been forsal<en socially
and politically and has no Chaj usong is, virtually dead, and has neither
drgnity nor value as the social being.

Further, man is a social being with creativity.
The dear leader comrade Kim J ong I I sa id:
" M ar-! is a being with creativity, that is, a creative social

being.
" Creativity is an attribute of social man rruho transforms

the world and shapes his destiny put"posefuliy and con-
sciously. By vlrtue of h is creativity, man tra nsforms nature
and society to be more usef u I and benef icial to h im by
ch a ng ing the o ld a nd creating the new.

" Creativity, like Chajusot'tE, constitutes an essential
quality of rnan, the social being. Chajusong flnds expression
mainly in man,S position aS master of the World; creativity is
expressed rnainly in marl's role as transformer of the world."
(lbid., pp. 10-11 )

Creativity is an attribute of social man who transforms the world
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Man is also a social being with consciousness'
The dear leader comrade Kim Jong ll said:
',Man is a being with consciousness, that is, a conscious

social being.
"Consciousness is an attribute of social man, which

determines all his endeavours to understand and reshape the
world and himsetf . Because he has consciousness man under-
stands the world and the laws of its motion and development,
reshapes and advances nature and society as he desires"
Consciousness guarantees the Chajusong and creativity of
man, the social being, and ensures his purposeful cognition
and practice." (lbid., p. 11 )

Consciousness is an attribute of social mafl, which determines all

his endeavours to understand and reshape the world and himself
That man has consciousness means that he has one to adj ust and

control all his activities.
Consciousness came into being and developed to perform the

function of adj usting and controlling man's living activity in a unified
way. lf a man is to live and develop in an inclependent way, he should
properly adj ust and control all his activities in accordance with his

needs and interests. The brain is an organ that plays the central role in

the living activity of man. All activities of a man are directed and

administered by the brain. Consciousness is a f unction and an attribute
of the brain which administers and directs all activities of rnan'

lf the brain is to administer and ccmmand human activity, it should
control all subjective and objective factors which act on the activity of
the man. Man's activity is a movement which is promoted by his own
needs and capacities and, at the same time, is a movement conducted
in relation to some objects. Therefore, consciousness which is the
brain's f unction of commanding man's activity in a unif ied way has two
aspects, one reflecting the relationslrip between man's needs and

objects and the other expressing the relationship between mtn's
capacities and objects. The consciousness which reflects man's
requirements and, on this basis, his interests in the ohrjective world is

ideology,and the consciousness which reflects the features and laws
of movement of the objective world and the ways of rational use of
man's capacities rn accordance with them is scientific and technical
knowledge. Because he has ideology and scientific and technical
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Lil<e this, nlan is e social being urith Chaj usong, creativity and
co n sc io Lts n ess

Because lre has Chaj usong, creativity and consciousness, man is
the orrly dominator and remaker of the worid.

The dear leader Cclmrade Kinr Jorrg ll said:
"Chajuscng, creativity and consciousness, after all, are

what enables nran to be superior to any other being and tr: be
the rnost powerfurl being in the woricl, to approach the wonfd
not fatalistically but revCIlutionarily, not passively but ac-
tively, and to reshape the world not blirrdly but purposefully
and con$ciously. tVIan, the social being, who has Chajusongl,
creativity and corisciousness, is precisely the only dominator
and rernaker of the truGrld." (lhicl.,p. 11 )

tn generalthe attributes of a material berng are the main criterion of
the level of its development and quality The better attributes a material
being has, the more advanced and powerf ul it is. Living things are more
advanced and superior than non-living things because they have an
attribute called life. Man is a social being with Chaj usorlg, creativity
and conscicusness which other living things do not have So he is the
most superior and powerful being in the world. An animal which acts
on instinct only lives by adapting itself to the natural environments
Unlike it, man who has Chaj usong, creativity and consciousness
fipproaches the world not fatalistically but revolutionarily, not pass-
ively but actively, anrd reshapes the world not blindly but purposef ully,
After all, man ls the only domrnator and remaker of the world on
aCCount of Chaj usong, creativity and consciousness.

Need less to say, rnan is inf luenced by the environnrents. Man
cannot exist and live outside the world; he lives and develops in the
worlcl. Nature is the abject of human labour and the materialsource of
human life. Society is the community rn rrulrich people live and act.
Natural eRvironnrents and social cond itions exercise a great effect on
human activities. Whether natural environments are good or bad and,
in particular, whether the political and economic systems of society are
progressive or reactionary, may favourably affect or limit and restrict
the human endeavcurs to remal<e natutre and develop society.

B ut man who is a social being with Chaj usong. creativity and
consciousness does not merely adapt himself to environments and
conditions. By his rndependent, creative and conscious activities,
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First of all, the Juche idea gives ei new view on the world
w'ith man as the principal factor.

The dear leacier Ccmrrade Kinn J ong ll pointed out:
"lt had already been known that the world consists of

material and changes and develops as a resu lt of the motion of
material. The Juche idea gives a new world outlook by
answering the question of who is the master that dominates
nature and society and where is the force that transforms
them. That the world is dominated arrd reshaped by rnan
is a new viewpoint on the world in nelation to man." (lbid.. y:

12)
A view oil the worlci constitutes the main content of a wcrld

cut!ool<.
A view on the world means an interpretation of the essential traits

of the world.'fherefore. if a view on the world is to be given, the
essential traits of tlte world should be clarif ied

What, in general. is the world made up of and how it changes and
derreiops, is also a philoscphicalquestron for elucldating a view on the
world . Theref ore, th is q uestion was a long -sta nd ing controversy in the
lristory of philosophy. What does tlre world consist cf, matter or
consciousness? The ccntroversy over this q uestion represents the
struggle between materialism and idealism. The argument about the
question of whether the world changes and develops or is immutable
or simply repeats a Gyclic movement represents the struggle between
dialectics and rnetaphysics. Their protracted contention ended in
victory for materialism and dialectics, Thus, it was scientifically
clarified thatthe world consists of rnatter and changes and develops as
a result of the movement of matter.

It is an undeniable fact that the world is in essence material,
integrated with matter, and changes and develops according to its own
!aws. The establishment of this materialistic dialectical view marl<ed a

turning point in bnnging about a scientific understanding about the
worid.

However, with only the general understanding that the world
consists of matter and ceaselessly changes and develops, one cannot
claim that he has a perfect understanding of the world. Tl-ris view only
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By his creative activities nature is remodelled to meet his needs, and
society is changed into a new and progressive one. lt is man that
determines the orientation of development of the world and gives an
impetus to its transformation.

Through man's creative endeavours, the world is constantly
reshaped and developed in the d irection of serving man more
satisfactorily. This is the law of movement and development of the
world clarified in relation to man.

As seen above, it is the J uche-oriented view on the world
presented by the J uche idea that the world is dominated and
transformed by man.

ln the past, one only used to consider the true nature of the world
from the angle of its commonness. The establishment of the man-
centred view on the world by the Juche idea enabled one to discard
this old approach and proceed to clear up even the fundamental
difference between the material beings that make up the world. Thus, a

comprehensive and complete understand ing of the world's essence
has been gained.

The J uche-oriented view that the world is dominated and
transformed by man convinced the masses of people that they are
capable of reshaping and dominating the world according to their
independent wishes and encouraged them to rise up more actively in
the struggle to remake the world and hew out their destiny.

Further, the Juche idea gives the viewpoint and attitude of
approaching the world centnng on man.

The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll said:
"The Juche idea shows a new viewpoint and attitude to

the world, on the basis of man's position and role as masterof
the world.

"The viewpoint and attitude to the world shown by the
Juche idea are those with which the world is approached by
focussing on man, the master of the world." (lbid, p 12)

The viewpoint on and attitude to the world constitute an
important aspect of the content of the world outlook.
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world isto mal<e everything in theworld serve him. lt is important in the

cognitive activity of man to find out whether an object meets his

interests or not, and it is the l<ey problem in the practical activities how

to transform things and phenomena of the objective world to serve

;.;Hi,-r Apart from human needs and interests, it is impossible to

set a correct aim and orientation in recognizing and changing nature

and society and advance the cognitive and practical activities even a

step , _

Theref ore, man should approach the world and carry on cognrttve

and practicat activities in a way which will promote his interests still

better.Approaching the worrd from the angle of human interests is an

absolute correct attitude which suits the objective reality and the aim of

human cogniticn and transforrnation.
Next, ipproaching the world by focussing on man means dealing

with the change and deveropment of the world mainly on the basis of

the activity of man, the rernaker of the world '

The dear teader comrade Kim Jong ll said.
"Approaching the world by focussing on man nleanS

dealing with the change and development of the world mainly
on the basis of the activity of man who'transfor"ms it." (tbid',p'

13) r , -,-
Man is the most powerful being in the world, and man alone rs

capable of transf orniing the world. lt is ncne other than rnan that wants

and carries out the transformation of the world. Man actively trans-

fornrs the world as he lil<es by using the objective laws. The world is

transformed for the benefit of man only by his energetic activity. This is

an objective law of development of the real world where man lives'

To approach the change and deveropment of the world from the

standpoint of man's positive activity is an indispensable req uisite f or

proper cognitive and practical activities. Man's cognition of the world

is not an end in itself, it is aimed atf incJing outthe rightway of remaking

nature and society ancl hewing out his destiny. Now it is man himself

that reshapes the world and carves out his destiny.Man remodels

nature and society and hews out his own clestiny through his creative

activities. lt is true that objective conditions exert some influence on

transforming the w,orlcl and carving out his own destiny,but man's

creative activities are decisive here. Therefore, to find out correct ways

of remal<ing the world and, on this basis, conduct practical activity
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Further, by bringing people to approach the change and develop-
ment of the world *iinty in terms of rnan's activity, the J uche

viewpoint and attitude enable them to grasp the law of transformation
of the world and development of his destiny correctly and to give f ullest
play to their own energies and wisdom in transforming the world in a
revolutionary way and in hewing out their own destiny successfully'

That the Juche viewpoint on and attitude to the world are man-
centred never means absolutizing man and ignoring the objective
world. They are radically different from the subjectivist or objectivist
viewpoint. Subjectivism only attaches importance to the subjective
will and desire of peopre while ignoring the objective world, with the
result that it gives cause to the error of thinking and acting out of tune
with the reality Objectivism only emphasizes the specif ic features of

objective th ings, losing sig ht of the interests a nd positive role of
people, causing them to commit the mistake of thinl<ing and acting out
of l<eeping with human life. Needless to say, truth must agree with the
objective reality. But not all truths that have reflected the objective
reality as it is are necessary for man. Knowledge that has nothing to do
with man and is of no help to his practical activity has noworth astruth
even though it is not a concoction. It is required to overcome kloth

,rliectiviim and objectivism and approach the world from the
standpoint of f ully meeting the independent requirement of man and

ensuring his creative activity by firmly adhering to the man-centred
viewpoint and attitude. This is the only way for man to rec-ognize and

transform nature and society successfully and shape his own destiny
inclependentlY and creativelY.

The Juche viewpoint and attitude of approachlng the world in

close relation to man, the dominator and remaker of the world,
focussing on l-rim, are truly revolutionary ones which enable him to lay

down a correct direction and way in accord with his desire and

capacity and to successf ully cond uct cognitive and practical activities
by giving full scope to his revolutionary enthusiasm and creative
activity.

The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll pointed out that the Juche
outlook on the world is an absolutely correct outlook in our time'

The dear leader comrade Kim Jong ll said:
,,The Juche world outlook which is based on the philo-

sophical principle that man is the master of everything
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III TH E SOCIO-HISTORICAL
PRINCIPLES OF THE JUCHE IDEA

ln this part of the treatise the dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll
newly systematized the socio- historical principles established by the
Juche idea, oy the Juche view of history.

The J uche idea g ives not only an absolutely correct world outlook
centring on man, but also a new socio- historical view which centres on

the masses of people.The Juche idea has thrown a new light on the
f undamental principles of the socio- historical movement, the re-

volutionary movement, of the popular masses who create and develop
historv 

e socio- historical principles clarif ied by the J uche idea that the
masses of people are the subject of history, that the socio-historical
movement is an independent and creative movement of the popular

masses, and that the people's independent ideological consciousness
plays a decisive role in the revolutionary struggle, constitute the main

content of the J uche view of history'

1) THE MASSES OF PEOPLE ARE
THE SUBJECT OF SOCIAL HISTORY

The principle that the masses of people are the subject of social
history holds the most important place in the socio-historical principles

established bY the Juche idea'
The question of the subject of history is the basic question in

establishing the J uche socio-historical outlook.
The dear leader comrade Kim Jong 1l said:
,,The question of the subject of historv is a basic question
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a. The Principle That the Masses of People Are the
subject of social H istory ls the Fundamental Principle
of social History which Explains the Position and Role
of the Masses in the Development of social History

The dear leader comrade Kim Jong ll said:
"As the leader instructed, the working masses are the

subject of history and the motive force of social progress'
,'History develoirs through the struggte of the masses to

transform nature and society-. That history develops precisely
means that the position and role of the masses as the subiect
of history are enhanced"' (lbid', p 15 )

That the masses of people are the subject of social history means

that they assume the position of master and the decisive role in
developing social history. In other words, it means that the masses are

the masters and undertakers who start and push ahead the socio-
historical movement.

* Orig inally, the word "subject" means the master of the movement

who starts and pushes forward the movement. Man is the real master of

the movement who starts it actively without being subjected to the

control of the objective environment but by subordinating it to himself,

and leads the movement rn the direction he wants. Therefore, man is the

subject of the movement in the real sense of the word'

The masses of peopre are a community of people with chaj usong,

creativity and consciousness. ln order to satisfy their independent

req uirements, the masses cond uct creative activities purposef ully' ln
this respect, the social movement is fundamentally different from the

movement of nature. The movement of nature cannot be independent'

creative and purposefur because nature has no subject with

chajusong, creativity and consciousness. The movement of nature

takes prace spontaneously without any purpose through the interac-

tion of material'elements which exist objectively. ln contrast, the socio-

historical movement is a movement of man who, with a set purpose'

carries it on consciously to realize the purpose. Therefore, the

movement of society is unthinkable apart from the positive action of
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material and cultural wealth of society is created and multiplied, and
the social relations and socialsystem are also reformed into progressive
ones. The masses transform nature and society for the purpose of
freeing thernselves frorn their fetters and bondage and placing them
unCer their control, The greater role the masses play in transforrning
nature and society, the higher position they wrll hold as the masters of
nature and society.

Therefore, developnnent of history precise!y means that the
position and role of the masses in nature and society rise.

" H istorical developrnent immed iately means social development.
Socrety is a community of life into which people with some material and
spiritual wealth have been united by social relations and history is the
changing and developing process of this society. ln order to develop
society man, the rnaster of society, mustdevelop and [recome a pow'erf ui

berng apd the material and cultural wealth of society must increase and
the social relations must be i'eformed rationally. lf man, material ancl

cultural vvealth ancl sociai relations clevelop, after all, the position artd

role of nran, of the popular masses, will rise Therefore, the process of
historicalclevelopnrent is a process in which the position and role of the
masses who are ttte subject rtse.

The masses of people are the subject of socio-historical
movement.

The dear leader comrade Kim Jong ll said:
"The subject of the social movement consists in the

masses of the people. Without the masses there would be no
social movement itself, nor would it be corlceivable to talk
about historical progress." (tbict., p 15 )

That the masses of people are the subject of social movement
means that its cause and motive power lie in man, the masses of the
peop I e.

The vita I req u irement of ma n, the pop u lar masses, to live a nd
develop independently lies at the bottom of social movement'

Social movement takes place to meet the demand of the people for
living and developing independently, Without the demand of man,
there can be no social movement. Since every social movement is

aimed at meetlng the demand and interests of man, the root cause of
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about and advance successfully if the objective conditions are unripe
or unfavourable. Therefore, while attributing the root cause and motive
force of the social movement to the independent demand and creative
ability of man, the popular masses, we should fully take into account
the inf luence of the objective conditions on social development.

The fundamental principle that the masses of the people are the
subject of history is embodied in the principle of revolution that the
masses of people are the masters of the revolution and construction
and that they are also the motive force of the revolution and
construction.

The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll said:
"The masses of the people are the masters of revolution

and construction and the decisive factor in transforming
nature and developing society." (tbid., p. 15.)

The revolutionary struggle and construction work are at once
undertakings for the masses and of the masses. The masses of the
people carry on the revolution and construction by themselves in order
to hew out their own destiny, lt is the masses that demand the
revolution and construction and it is also the masses that carry them
o ut.

They produce all social wealth by their hands, and transform the
world and advance history by their struggle. The masses of people bre
not only the producer of material wealth and the creator of the mental
and cuttural wealth, but also the direct undertal<er of the revolutionary
struggle. So, without the creative activity of the masses, social change
and progress would be inconceivable.

The masses'wisdom and ability to cognize and transform the
world are unlimited , although the realm of the world created and
changed by each generation is limited at the given stage of develop-
ment of human history.

History develops with the rising of the position and role of the
masses through the struggle to transform nature and society.

The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll said:
"The position of the masses grows stronger and their

power increases through the transformation of nature and
society. With the consolidation of their position and growth
in their strength, their positive action on socio-historical
progress increases." (tbid., p, 16.)
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but is transformed after a certain period of relative stability. ln the
process of struggle f or transforming nature and society, man develops
and material and cultural wealth is accumulated, so that the old social
system is f ou nd no longer f it f or properly combin ing and rationally
org anizing and mobilizing people and socialwealth, when the struggle
for altering the social system takes place. When the old social system is
replaced with a new one by the struggle of the popular masses, a new
change will take place in the position of the masses.

" Of course, if the position of the popular masses isto rise, there must
be their independent requirements as a requisite for it. But change and
development only result from movement and movement is only caused
by the action of force. So, if the position of the masses of people is to rise,

their power should grow and their role should increase. When the power
of the masses grows and their role rises, the masses will demand a

corresponding position and improve their position through the struggle
to attain their demand.

After all, when the creative role of the popular masses is enhanced
ln the remat<ing of nature and society, their position will rise accord-
ingly, and with the rising of their position the possibility of transform-
ing nature and society will grow, and so their creative role will be
enhanced further.

Then, what are the relations between the development of
Chaj usong, creativity and consciousness of man, the subject of social
movement, and the development of their position and role?

The most active and decisive factor in the devetopment of society
is, without doubt, man, or the masses of people,who are the subject of
history. Only when man develops, will social wealth increase, and
when man develops and social wealth increases, the social relations
combining them will also develop. Therefore, we can say that the
process of human history is, after all, the process of development of
social relations based on the development of man.

That man develops means that the Chaj usong, creativity and
consciousness of man grow and that the social relations develop
means that the social conditions for raising the posltion and role of
man, or the masses, in society are improved. And so the question of
clarifying the laws of historical development amounts, in the end, to
elucidating the process of development of man's position and
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The . change and development of man's Chaj usong, crea -

tivity and position and role take place in certain interconnection.
Therefore, their cjevelopment cannot tal<e place in certain order.
Viewed againstthe background of a long historicalprocess, we can say
it conforms to law that there is a correspondence between man's
Chaj usong and creativity and betw'een his position and role. Theref ore,
it can be seen f rom the man -centred standpoint that the relations
between rnan and nature and between man and society change
acccrding asthe Chajusong and creativity of man grow. So, we can say
that the development of human society constitutes a process in which
man's position and role in nature and society rise in accordance with
the growth of his Chaj usong and creativity.

* Consciousness. one of the essential attributes of man, does not
directly and independently act on the external world but influences the
action of rnan on the externalworld by regulating and controlling human
activities so that they are cond ucted independently and creatively'
Therefore, in stuclying the process of change and development of man's
position and role ensuing from the development of man himself, orle
may only bear Chajusong and creativity in mind. Further, since the
development of man's Chajusong and creativity depends on the
development of his independent thinl<ing and creative ability, one can
explain the development of his position and role in relation to his
independent thinking and creative ability.

The working masses alone can be the genuine subject of history.
The dear leader comrade Kim Jong ll said:' "The subject of history is the working masses, not the

reactionary exploiting classes" The working masses carve out
and develop history, but the exploiting classes try to anrest
and turn back the historical advance." (lbid., p 16 )

The working masses, always l<eenly interested ln social progress,
tal<e an active part rn social movement and continuously create the
material and cultural wealth of society. So, the masses of people are

always the subject of hlstorY.
B ut the reactionary exploiting classes 'are not interested in the

forward movement of society, they stand in the way of social
movement. Outwardly they appear strong because they have political
power and means of production, but they are inert beings incapable of
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their social and class status and their strength for a long time in the past

and were not united into a political force. In the exploiter society the
working masses had a low level of independent thinking and did not
have enough politicalstrength to be masters of society. Therefore, they
were deprived of all rights and subjected to exploitation and oppres-
sion by the handful of ruling classes, and were denied their legitimate
positiolt as masters of society. ln the exploiter society they created all

material and cultural wealth by their efforts, but they failed to occupy
the position of masters of society, and so were unable to shape history
independently. only by seizing state power and the means of produc-
tion in their own hands and by establishing the socialist system can the
worlqng masses free themselves from exploitation and oppression and

create history consciously as masters of society and their own destiny.
It is due to the revolutionary leadershrp and struggle of the

worl<ing class that ln socialist society the status and destiny of the
working masses undergo a radical change and their position and role

are enhanced.
The position and role of the masses of people are enhanced only

under the leadership of the working class because the working class is

an independent and creative class with the highest degree of
Chaj usong and creativity, Because of its class nature and socio-
economic cond itions the working class has the hig hest degree of
independent ideological consciousness, creative ability, organization
and cohesion among the popular masses. Therefore, the working class
is capable of Ieading the masses to victorrously wage the struggle for
C haj usong.

The process of development of socialist society under the leader-
ship of the working class is the process of worl<ing-classizing the
whole society. Working -classizing the whole society means remould -

ing all members of society in ideology,moral qualities and socio-
economic status on the pattern of the working class

When the whole society is reshaped on tlre pattern of the working
class, a completely victorious socialist society, a classless society, will
be materialized. Then all class distinctions will disappear and all

worl<rng people will have independent ideological consciousness and

creative ability necessary for the masters of state and society. Thus, the
position of the popular masses as masters of society will be further
consolidated and their role as masters remarkably enhanced.
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communist movement, which is carried out by the working
class and the broad masses of other people. Without correct
leadership the communist movement would not advance
victoriously because this movement itself is a highly con-
scious and organized one involving a serious class struggle."
(tbid., p. 17.)

With the progress of the revolutionary struggle of the masses for
Chajusong, the question of correctly combining leadership with the
masses'assumes greater importance. In particular, the question of Iink
between leadership and the masses is the l<ey problem decrsive of the
outcome of the communist movement in which the working class and
other sections of the broad masses participate

The communist movement is a highly conscious movement for
attaining the high aim of completely realizing Chaj usong for the
working masses. lt is also a highly organized movement carried on by
the working class and other sectors of the broad masses in organiz-
ational unity. The struggle for the building of communism is ac-
companied by a serious class struggle to overcome the resistance of all
enemies at home and abroad and of the old elements. Therefore, giving
correct guidance to the masses is of special importance in the
communist movement.

The question of guidance in the revolutionary movement, the
communrst movement, resolves itself into the question of guidance
given by the party and the leader to the popular masses.

The working-class party is the General Staff in the revolution, and
the leader of the worl<ing class is the supreme leader of the revolutlon.
How the masses of people are made politically conscious and
organized, and how they perform their revolutionary d uties and
historical mission, depend on whether they are given correct g uidance
by the party and the leader or not.

The party and the leader occupy a prominent position and play a
special role in the revolutlonary movement of,the popular masses.

The leader is the brain of the masses of people, the sole centre of
unity and cohesion and the foremost leader of the revolution. The
leader advances the guiding idea of revolution, founds the party and
other political org anizations. He awakens the masses of people
politically and organizes them and leads the revolution to victory.

The party is the political instrument to ensure the guiding position
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historical outlook centring on the masses of people"This has provided
a powerf ul instrument for energetically exped iting the socio- historical
movement to Carve out the destiny of the popular masses.

2) HUMAN HISTORY lS THE HISTORY OF
THE PEOPLE'S STRUGGLE FOR CHAJUSONG

ln this part of his work, the dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll
scientifically proved that human history is a history of the struggle of
the popular masses for defending and realizing Chaj usong and set forth
the methodological principle that an independent stand should be
maintained in the revolution and construction.

a. The History of Human Society ls a History of the
Strugg le of the Popu lar M asses for Defend ing and
Re alizi ng Their Chajusong

The dear leader comrade Kim Jong ll said:
"The h istory of hu man society is the h istory of the

struggle of the popular masses to defend and realize
Chajusong."The leader said that all revolutionary struggles are
struggles of the popular masses to defend their Chajusoll9."
(lbid., p. 19.)

The Juche idea throws a new light on the essence of human
history in the context of the Chaj usong of the popular masses, the
subject of the social movement, placing them in the centre.

The subject of history is the popular masses. Therefore, the
essence of human history should be clarified with the popular masses
placed in the centre. Just as the essential characteristics of the real
world can be correctly clarified only when they are viewed with man,
the master of the world, as the central factor, so the essence of human
history can be scientifically explained only when it is viewed with the
popular masses, the subject of history, placed ln the centre.
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struggle for remaking nature, the work of turning man, the master of
society, into a powerful being is the struggle for remoulding man, and
the struggle for renovating social relations which make up the inner
structure of society is the work for social reform. The work of
transforming nature, society and man represents the basic forms of the
socio-historical movement of the masses of people for developing
society and advancing history.

The work of transforming nature, society and man which has
pushed forward human history, is a struggle to defend and realize the
Chajusong of the popular masses.

To lead an independent life, man should become the master of
nature and society, of thinking and culture. The transformation of
nature, society and man is, after all, a struggle to become the master of
nature and society, the master of independent thinking and advanced
culture.

The struggle for transforming society is a struggle of the masses to
create social and political conditions for an lndependent Iife free from
class and national subjugation.

The f undamental aim of social reform is to meet the demand of the
masses to live as masters of society. ln order to become the masters of
society, the popular masses should transform the social relations and
social institutions. This rs because the social relations and social
institutions are the key factors determining the social position and role
of people.

Only when the old social instrtutions are abolished and a new
socral system which provides them with Chaj usong is set up, will the
masses of people be able to raise their posrtion and role in society and
lead an independent life as masters of society and their own destiny.

The struggle for transformlng nature is an effort of the masses to
create material conditions for leading an rndependent life free from the
fetters of nature.

ln transf orming nature the masses arm to enjoy bountif ul material
wealth as masters of nature. Nature is the sole material source of
subsistence for man. Therefore, in order to live and advance, man
should produce material wealth by transformlng nature. Only when
they transform and master nature, can people free themselves from the.
fetters of nature and prepare material cond itions f or an independent
life
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These three kinds of transformation are interlinl<ed, complement-
ing and restrictlng each other. Successf ultransformation of nature will
create necessary material cond rtrons for social transf ormation and
human remould ing, and successf ul social transformation will offer
favourable socio-political cond itions for nature-remal<ing and human
remoulding. Success in human remoulding will provide the worl< of
nature - remal<l ng a nd socia I tra nsformation wit h favo urable id eol og i cal
and cultural conditions.

But the three kinds of transformation are distinguished from each
other for their unique content. They cannot supersede nor derive from
each other. Even if the productive forces develop as a result of efficient
nature-remaking work, this does not automatically bring about the
change of the social institutions or lead to a rise in the people's
ideological and cultural levels. Lil<ewise, even if a successful social
transformation results in the development of social institutions, it does
not necessarily bring about improvement in the productive forces or in
the ideological and cultural levels of people.And even if we conduct
the human-remaking worl< well and raise people's ideological and
cultural levels, it alone is not enoug h to settle the q uestion of
transforming the social institutions and raising the prod uctive f orces.
Therefore, the people's struggle for Chaj usong should be carried out in
an all-round way in all spheres of social transf ormation, nature-
remal<ing and human remoulding

The primary tasl< in the struggle for Chaj usong of the popular
masses is to realize it socially and politically.

The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll said:
"The primary question arising in the struggle of the

popular masses for Chajusong is to realize Chajusong socially
and politically." (tbid, p 2o )

To realize Chaj usong socially and politically means mal<ing the
masses of people masters of society by transforming the social system
and ensuring Chaj usong in the relations between people or social
groups. ln order to realize their social and political Chaj usong, they
shou ld do away with the old social system and the reactionary
exploiting classes that desperately try to l<eep it, and should become
the masters of state power and means of production. Only by doing so
can they free themselves from social bondage and becorne true masters
of state and society.
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This meant a big step forward in realizing Chaj usong of the worl<ing
MASSES.

But slave insurrections and anti-feudal struggles only brought
about replacement of the chains of slavery with feudal fetters, and then
the latter with the yoke of capital. They did not result in the abolition of
class domination and oppression itself.

ln the history of human society, capitalism is the Iast exploiter
system which tramples upon the masses'aspirations and demands for
Chaj usong. lt is an outrageously despottc system which combines
class domination with national oppression. Therefore, in order to
defend the masses' Chaj usong, the capitalist system must be abolished
and the socialist system established without fail.

The abolition of the capitalist system and establishrnent of a new,
socialist system mark a historic turn in the revolutionary struggle for
Chaj usong. The socialist system is a f ine system under which the
masses of people are masters of everything and everything in society
serves them. With the establishment of the socialist system, all
exploiting classes and institutions which trample Lrpon and suppress
the aspirations and demands of the masses for Chaj usong, are
abolished, and the masses are provided with conditions for enjoying a
fully independent life with state power and means of production in
their hands.

To remodel nature and man is another important task in the
struggle of the masses of people for Chaj usong.

The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll said:
"The transformation of nature and man, along with social

reform, is an important historic task in the struggle of the
popular masses for ChajusoJ'tg." (tbid., p 21 .)

The transformation of nature and man is an undertal<ing of the
popular masses to become master of nature and themselves. Only
when they transform nature and man can they free themselves from the
yol<e of nature, lead a bountiful material life and live and worl<
independently, independent in thinking and healthy in culture.

The transformation of society can be successf ully carried out only
when the transformation of nature and man is vigorously propelled.
The internal factors making for the transformation of society are fully
prepared when the masses of people become independent in thinking
through human remoulding and, on that basis, are closely united.
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and man aimed at getting rid of the fetters of nature and obsolete rdeas
and culture. Only when the transformation of nature is actively
promoted will it be possibleto obliterate allthe essentialdistinctions in
labour and free the popular masses from hard labour and provide an
affluent material life to thBm. The work of remoulding people is
essentiat for the popu lar masses to f ree themselves from the shack!es of
outmoded ideas and culture and lead an independent and creative life
as possessors of progressive ideas and sound culture.

Socialist society offers the possibility of sLtccessf ully transforming
nature and man, which ls aimed at turning the popular masses into
masters of nature and themselves. ln exploiter society the oppression
and exploitation by the reactionary ruling classes check the popular
masses' creative activities f ar mastering nature and restrict the de-
velopment of progressive ideas and culture. B ut in socialist society
where all exploiting classes have been elimrnated and the popular
masses cond uct creative activities with a common aim and aspirations
as the masters of state and society, both the ren'raking of nature and the
development of ideas and culture are promcted with success on an all-
social scale.

When the socialist system established in socla!ist society is
ceaselessly consolidated and developed in conf ormity with the re-
quirements and interests of the popular masses, simultaneously with
the overall promotion of the transformation of nature and !'nan, the
Chaj usong of the masses will be realized completely and communist
society, the ideal of rnankind, will be built up.

The strugg Ie to defend the popular masses' Chaj usong
assumes an international character.

The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll said:
"Today, the strtrggle to defend the lTrasses' Cha.l usong

assumes an international character"" Ubid., p 22.)
Tlre masses'struggle for defending Chaj usong assurnes an

lnternational character because, first of all, the irnperialist forces
oppressing therr Chatusong are internationally allied. The imperialists
are internationally bound together for their common aim to checl< the
revolutionary struggle waged on a global scale by peoples and
maintain their domination on the verge of collapse. lt is indispensable
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The ultimate goal of the struggle for Chaj usong is to realize the
popular masses'Chajusong completely. This goal will be attained by
build ing socialism and communism.

The struggle for socialism and communism is the struggle for the
masses'Chaj usong at its highest stage. lt is a struggle to end once and
for allthe explcitation of man by man, the oppression of class by class,
and the domination of state by state in human society, to wipe out all
remnants of the old soclety handed down throuEh ages, and f inally free
people from their restraints. So, the Chaj usong of the popular masses is
completely realized through the struggle for the building of socialisrn
and commun ism.

ln order to achieve the masses' Chaj usong completely, all !(inds of
social bondages and inequalities shoulcl be eliminated through the
transformation of society. Of course, since the development of social
relations knows no bounds, there can be no end to the transformation
of society which is aimed at making people full-fledged masters of
society. Only when people live independently, free fronr all class and
national subordination and social inequalities, will it be possible to say
that their problem of becoming the masters of society has been solved
completely.They will come to hold the position of full-fledged master
of society when they build a classless society by obliterating all class
distinctions through the struggle to build socialism and communisnt
and when the domination of state by state is ended and social
rnequalities such as the discrepancies in worl<ing and living conditions
are eliminated.

Perfect freedom from the fetters of nature is prerequisite for tlre
masses of people to ach ieve Chajusong completely. As nature is
boundless, so there is no end to the struggle of man for becoming the
unchallenged master of nature. But peop!e can be said to be
completely free frorn the shacl<les of rrature when they receive the
means of subsistence needed f or an independent life accord ing to their
needs and when labour is changed from an onercus burden into an
indispensable vital necessity. When science and technology are
advanced continuously and the prod uctive forces highly developed
through the struggle for building socialism and communism, the
worl<rng people will be completely freed from hard and labour-
consuming work and come to work according to their ability and
receive according to their needs. Then we shall be able to say that the





h urnan society includ ing the classless society. And even in studying
the history of class $ociety, it is rsq uired tc explain the rnore
f undamental questian as to why the popular masses corne to put up the
class struggle agairrst the exploiting classes. Further, hun"lan history
develops thror-rgh the strLlggles not only for transfcrming society but
also for remaking nature and man. Therefore, the process of develop-
ment of histcry must be explainerj in the context of allthese strugEles.
For th is purpose, the process cf deve!opment of h Llrnan society rnust be
stu<lieC in a historical ancj all-rouncl \4/ay with the popular masses. the
sr:bject of history, as the central agency and in the light cf Chaj usong,
tl-reir i ntrinsic attrit:ute.

Regardlng the popular masses as the subject of histcry, the -.1 uche
iCea ciarified the principle that human history is the history of the
pcpular masses'struggle for Chajusong and thus shed a new light
cn the es-qence of the socio- histoncal rnovement. l"his broug ht lig ht
to the most basic law applicable to the whole process of human
history and resuited in a new turn in understand ing the essence of
h istory.

b. lf Chajusong ls to Be Defended, an Independent
Stand lM ust tse Firrnly Maintained and a Struggle
Waged against Imperialism and Dominationism

The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll said:
"Defending Chajusong is an absolute requirement of man

as a social beinE and his inalleirable fundamental right. It is
natural that rnan who regards Chajusong as his life and soul,
combats any encroachment on lris Chajusong. The popr-llar
masses rise in the !'evolutionary struggle for Chajusong
against the oppressors" And for the sake of Chajusong they
devote all their creative talents and energies to building
socia!ism and communism," (tbict., pp. 23-24 )

Chaj usong is the life and soul of man. Because he has Chaj usong
man livesand actswith human dignity. lf he loses Chaj usong, man is as
good as dead as a social being. Negation of Chaj usong is tantamount
to negation of man himself . To defend Chaj usong is an absolute
requirement of a social being and his inalienable basic right. lt is natural
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undertal<ing cond ucted by the creative strength of tlre masses themsel-
ves. The f undamental aim of the revolutionary struEg le is to satisfy their
interests, and the decisive f actor of victory in the revolution is the
strength of the masses thernselves. Therefore, if they are to carry on the
revolutlonary struggle triurnphantly, the masses rnust hold fast to the
independent stand of deciding all problems of the revolutionary
struggle in accordance with their own req uirements and interests and
settling them by thelr own efforts and on their own responsibility.

The independent stand is an out-and -out revolutionary stand, the
working -class stand, which accords with the interests of the revolution
and the real nature of the worl<ing class.

The worl<ing class is the most independent class that struggles to
emancip:ate itself by its own strength and beconrethe master of its own
destiny. lt is a characteristic and an excellent quality of the working
class that it decides all matters independently in conformity witlt its
own needs and lnterests and solves them by itself or-r the principle of
self-reliance, lts historical mission is to liberate the popular masses
from every l<ind of bondage and fetters and realize their Chaj usong
completely. The cause of socialism anC communism is the historical
cause of the worl<ing class for materializing the complete Chaj usong of
the masses. The independent stand reflects this real nature and mission
of the worl<ing class.

Therefore, only when the lndependent stand is niaintained
thoroughly, will the wishes and requirements of the working class be
met cornpletely and the revolutionary strugg le f or defend ing
Chaj usong and the buildrrrg of socialism and commLrnism successf ully
promoted.

Any stands incongruous with the independent stand are alien to
the worl<ing-class stand, the stand of the popular masses, and they are
all harmful to the cause of socialism and communism.

What, then, are the expressions of the independent stand?
First of all, the independent stand finds expression in the exercise

of the rights as the master of the revolution and construction.
The dear Ieader Comrade l(im Jong !l said.
"The independent stand finds expression in the exercise

of the rights as masters of the revolution and construction.
This means that the masses of the people handle all problems
of the revolution and construc'tion in their interests, accord-
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initiatlve cn the principle of self -reliance. The cjecisive force in. the
revolution and ccnstruction of each coLi::try rs the strength cf the
people of that ccuntry. Cne nrrght receive aiC fran-l others in the
revolutiop and constructior-1, but it plays.tn ali intenis and purpcses, ns
more than a secondary role" Only"',nrhen tlrey rosclve all problerxs of the
revolution ancl construction cn their cwn respr:nsibiiity ancJ initiatlve-
wil tlre popular rnasses be abie to fulfil thetr responsii:ility anrj dtrties
and also successful!y carry on tl"re revoluticn arld cCInstruction.

The indepencient stand re3ects relving cn other"s in carrying out tl'ie
revoluticn and constructlcn in cr"!e's country Trying tc Eet one's o",i1/l-l

worl< done by others or tc get cne's own problern solved by cthers is

tantan"]ount tc shirking one's respo!'tsibility as mas'ter iind relinquishlng
one's position as such. If the pecple af each ct:ur:try fict in this nrfinrler,
ttrey will be unabie tc discharge thelr ci uties #s rrlasters ar-}cj sucness-
f ully carry out the revoluticn and constructicn'

Only when one upholds the indeflendent stand can hre resoive ths
question of revo!ution in his own country, the question cf his nation, in
accordance with his own view and convictir:n and in the revoluticnary
spirit of self-re!iance always ancl in alI conditioris, and *aruY out the
revolution and C6nstruction Successf ully"

Tlre people of each ccLlntry shr:uld f ight against irnperia!ism
and domination ism whici"r trarnple upcn the Chaj usong of other
peop I es.

The cear leader comrade Kim Jong Il said:
"The people of each courrtry must not only oppose

aggression and subjugation in firr"t: elefence of their
Chajusong, but should also fight against irvrperial!sm and
dorninationism which tnample upon the Chaiusong cf other
peoples. Only when one opposes sLrch e!'?croach ment on one's
own Chajusong and the act of trampling upon that of others,
can one be said to be standing trr,rly in defence of Chajusol'lQ."
(l bicl ., p 25.)

The people of each coufitry rnust r-lot only oppose aggression and
subj ugation in firm defence of their own Chajusong hrut also fight to
defend the Chaj usong of cther peoples. The struggles for Chaj usong
stand in a relationship of mutual support anC assistance, and so they
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3) THE SOCIO-HISTORICAL MOVEM ENT
IS A CREATIVE MOVEMENT OF

THE POPULAR MASSES

ln this part of his bool<, the dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll
gives a scientific elucidation of the character of the socio-
historical movement as a creative movement and sets forth the
methodolog rcal principle that the creative stand should always
be maintained in the struggle for transforming nature and
soc iety.

a. The Popular Masses' Socio-Historical Movement
Assumes a Creative Ch aracter.

A creative character is a major feature of the socio - h istorica I

movement.

The dear leader Comrade l(im Jong ll said:
"The socio-historical movement is a creative movement

of the popular masses to transform and change nature and
society.

"The masses' activity for an independent life is charac-
terized by creativity. Man realizes his desire in life through his
creative activity.

"The objects of man's creative activity are nature and
society. By means of his activity to transform nature which
surrounds him and to reform the society in which he lives,
man creates new material and cu ltural wealth and builds a

new system and a new life.
"The masses of the people are creators who remake and

change nature and society. They are desirous of abolishing
the old and creating the new and have creative ability to
tra nsf o rm natu re and society. " (lbid, p 26.)
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revolutionary capability of reconstructing society. Their creative ability
is the basic guarantee for their creative activity.

By using their creative ability, the popular masses transform nature
and society and materialize their desire to abolish the old and create the
new. This is whytheir activity is entirely of a creative character and so ls
the socio-historical movement which is propelled by their struggle ar-rd
activity.

After all, the creative character of the socio- h istorical movement is
a manifestation of the creativity of man as a social being, the popular
masses, which is their essential attribute.

The creative nature of the socio- historical rnovement
clearly borne out by the fact that human history is a history
creation by the popular masses,

The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll said:
" H u ma n h isto ry is the po pu la r masses' h isto ry of

creatio n.
"Since the beginning of human l'listory, the rnasses of the

people have been conquering nature and making what ls
necessary for their existence and development by their crea-
tive labour, and effecting social progress by their creative
activity to change the old. Their continuous creative activity
has advanced society." (tbid., pp.26-27 )

H uman history is the history of the popular masses' creative
activities.

Since the dawn of human history, the popular masses have
continued their creative activity to transform nature and society and, as
a result, society has developed.

Therl, what is the process of their creative activity?
First, it is a process accornpanied by struggle.
The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll said:
"Their creative activity to conquer nature and bring

about social progress accompanies struggle." (tbid., p. 27")
The process of creation is precisely a process of struggle. Without

struggle the creation of new things is inconceivable.
The process of creation of new things is the process of a strugEle

between the new and the old, in which the old are replaced bythe new"
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development of the productive forces is the process in which tlie
masses have acquired and developed a scientific l<nowledge of natuie,
technical sl<ills, and tlreories and experiences of proCuction.

The lristory of social revolutions is the history of the growth of the
popular masses' revolutionary abilities.

ln the process of the revolutionary struggle, the working masses
get deeply aware of their own socio-class positions and strength and
more awal<ened and tempered politically and !deologically. ln this
process, they are closely bou nd together and acq u ire a wealth of
experience and lesscns. Thus, in the course of the revolutionary
strugg le, the revolutionary abilities of the masses tc transf orm socrety
i n crease.

" The prod uctive f orces i,vhich represent the creative power to
renral<e nature are closely related with the revolutionary abilities, the
creative power to transform society. But they are not identicai. Natura:I
science and socialscience differ from eaclr other, and labour implenrerrts
used in rnastering nature and arms, the rreans of class struggle, are
d ifferent.

Lil<e this, the working masses'creative struggle for the transform-
ation of nature and society is a process in which the masses develop
themselves into rnore powerf u I beings.

* Through their struggle for remaking nature and society. per:ple
develop their consciousness of being rnasters of nature and society and
cultivate their creative power to transform nature and society. Further,
they have to directly remould themselves. They slrould bring up the new
generation and ed ucate them to be people with social consciousness.
Thus, a unique sphere of activity for remoulcling people comes into
existence. ldeological and cultural worl<, education, public health
service and athletics are all undertakings for remodelling peopte. The
remodelling of people is mainly armed at imbuing thent with a high
degree of Chajusong and oeativity, and at giving them great physical
strength. While enhancenrent of tlreir creative power helps, after all, to
transform nature and societry, the heig hten ing of their ideolog ical
consciousness directly contributes to their remoulding. Therefore, the
remodelling of their ideological consciousness is the part and parcel of
the human-remoulding worl<,
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D r:ring the whr:le period of antagon istie class society tlre creative
acttvity of the working people 'nras suppress*i by the ruling c!asses.

The creative pcwer cf the worl<ing masses is dernonstratecl to the
maxinrun: in the struggle for huilciing the idealsociety of manl<ind. Thrs
stru[Jgle is fcr the wcrl<rng n']asses and of tl-ie wcrl<ir-rg masses
thennselrres as rrlasters responsihle for it. Theref*re, in tlris struggle they
give fLr!l piay to their creative uriselorn and strengtir and becunle
genuine creatcrs of history irul-rr: shape their own destrnv
irrdeper-rdently.

The J uche idea clarif ies the creative nature of sccic - histcrrcai
movement in a r.lniqLle way and thus $heds a new light on the law of
sociai dev'elopn:e nt cf which tl're pcpular masses are the main agerrcy.

It has so far been asserted that social progress is of an objr*ctive
nature anc* tliat the process cf socia! prcgress is a process of natura!
h istcry.

By advocating the principle that the socic-iristcrical rnovefilent is
not only a purposef ul struggle fcr the Chaj usong of the popular rnasses
br-rt a!sc a creative rnovement for transfcrming natLjre, society and man,
the Juche idea has nerrl/ly clarif iecl the character cf the sccio-hrstorical
ntcvement anrj thrown tu!l Iight on the law-gcverned process of its
deve lop me nt.

Thus, a svuitchover has been effecteci from the old view that only
regarded the process of social fiistory as a process of natural histcry
which is deterrnineci hy economic necessity to the Juche-based vieu,r
tiiat reEarcls it as a process of lndependent and creative nrovemerrt cf
the popular masses.

b. The C reative Stand
M a Inta ined in the Strugg le
and Society

lM a,rst Always Be Firn'lly
f ei r Tra nsf o rrn ing N atu re

Tire dear leader Comrade Kim Jclng Il saicl:
"The revolutionary moverffient, the creative activlty of the

masses, requires that the creative stand be aEways maintairled
finmly in the stnuggles to reshape nattJE'e and society."' ttbid.,
p 28)

From the premise that the socio- histcrical rnovement essrimes a
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The dear leader comrade Kim Jong ll said.
"As the leader instructed, the creative sta nd co nstitutes

the fundamental method that must be relied on in the
revo!ution and construction." (lbjct., p 28 )

The creative stand constitutes the fundamental method that
enables the masses of people to properly maintain the position of

masters in the revolution and construlction and fulfilthe role of masters.
The creative stand provi,Ces the nrethod by which to bring the

popular masses'wisdcm and energies into full play
The dear leader comrade Kim Jong ll said:
"The creative stand provides the method by which to give

an active stirnulus to the creative powen of the masses, push
forward the revolution ancl construction on one's own initia-
tive, overcome the difficulties in the path of progress by tlre
struggle of the masses. ar'!d ensure continued innovations and
ceaseless advamce"" {tbid., p 29 )

The revolutionary movement dernands that one should depend
firmly on the creative wisdom and strength of the popular masses and
brinE them inte f u li PlaY.

The pop u lar masses have u n lim ited creative w isd om a nd strength
as nrasters of the revolution and as its principal motive force. Enlisting
their creative wisdom and strength is indispensable for looking at the
objective world in the rrght lights, settling all problems ln keeping with
the actual conditions, and transforrning nature and society success-
f ully. The creative stand provic{es the method by which to give an active
stimulus to the creative power of the masses, push forward the
revolution and construction on one's own irritiative, overcome the
difficulties in the path of progress by the struggle of the masses, and
ensUre continued innovations and Ceaseless advance'

The creative stancl provides a methocl for settling all problems in
consonance with the specif ic realities.

The dear leacler comrade Kim Jong ll said:
"The creative stand represents the method whereby one

rejects a dogmatic attitude and grasps the reality in its true
perspective and concretely by one's ovvn thinking and solves
all questions accordingly." (tbid', p 29 )

The revolutionary movement tal<es place in a specif ic reality which
is always diverse and ceaselessly clranges. Therefore, it rejects all sorts
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This stand rnakes it possible to suentifically work out the strategy
ancl tactics of the revclution in conformity with the ne\ff requirements
of our time and revoiution.

It also provides a sure gua!'antee for the victory of the revolutlon by
continuously bringing out the inexhaustible creative power of the
masses of people.

Like this, the creative starrd provides a powerful revolutionary
method f or the popular ryrasses to enhance their creativity it"t conformity
with the requirements of our tlme and to sclve all rnatters to suit the
realities, and so adherence to this stand is indispensable for the victory
of the revolutionary rnovement.

4) THE PEOPLE',S CONSCIOUSNESS OF
INDEPENDENCE PLAYS THE DECISIVE

ROLE IN HEVOLUTIONAHY
STRUGGLE

ln this part of his work, the dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll
gives a scientific answ'er to the question of the motive force of the
socio- historical movement by proving the principle that the people's
consciousness of rndependence plays the decisive role in the re-
volutionary struggle, and clarif ies the methodological principle that the
rnain stress should be placed on the thinking of people in the revolution
and construction.

a. The People's Gonsciousness of Independence
plays the Decisive Role in the Revolutionary Movement

The dear leader comrade Kim Jong Il said:
"The revolutlqn is propelled forward to victory by the

conscious struggle of the masses of the people'
"The leader put in a new light the principle that the

masses'consciousness of independence plays the decisive
ro le i n the revo lutio na ry strugg le.'" (tbid., p 30 )
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consciousness, man can grasp the world scientif ically and cond uct
purposef ul activities to transform nature and society. Consciousness is
the first factor determining man's superiority.

* Man's vital need can be turned into an independent need only
when it is linked with consciousness (independent ideological con-
sciousness), and his material strength can krecorne creative ability cnly
when it is linked up with consciousness (scientific and technologica!
knowledge). Of c{3urse, man is superior to all other L:eings and the rnost
powerf t-rl in theworld because he l-ras material and spiritual strength. But
mar-i's material strength worl<s only under the control of his spiritual
strength. Therefore, the highest attribute which guarantees his super-
iority is conscit:usness.

That man has consciousness means that he regulates and controls
his activities consciousiy" Consciousness is the sophisticated function
of man's brain, the most developed of his bcdily organs, The brain
plays the central role in the activity of human life, arrd conscioustress
which is the function of the brain, commands all actions of man.

n+ The brain is the most important organ whiclr controls vital
activities. The brain serves as the criterion for judging the level of an
animal's development. The ratio of the weiEht of the brain to the bodily
weight is 1:700 witlr lion,1'.130 with chimpanzee, and 1.47 witi'r man.
As for the volume of brain, it is 400-500 cubic centirnetres with ape, 935
cubic centimetres with the ancient ape-man, and 1,350 -1 ,450 cubic
centimetres witi"r the rnodern man. The human brain which is the nrost
developed of allorgans of man's body can be called the centre of his life.
Atthough his brain weighs one-fourty-seventh of his body, it tal<es Llp a

quarter of the bloocl and oxygen needed in his body Consciousness is

the most sophisticated function of man's brain.

Man's consciousness reg ulates, controls and commands his
action because it reflects in a concerrtrated way his vital neecis and
interests, the real rrature of the surrounding world and the law of its
movernent and development, and the l<nowledge of the method of
using his strength. Consciousness which is a $ophisticated f unction of
the brain analyses ancl synthesizes everything ref lected, sets the goal of
an action, stud ies means and \ruays f or its accomplishmerrt and
regulates and controls man's activities in line with it.
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master of one's own destiny,vve mean before anything else tl'ie firm
ccnviction that one is the master of one's own destli-ly anel has the
poweg'to shape one's destlny.And when we say that indepenCent
ideoiogical colrsciousness signifies tire will to carve out one'$ destiny
for oneself, we rnean tlie f lrm determinaticn to hernr out one'sdlestinyto
the end by oneself . lndependent ideolog ica! consciou$nes$ is the
decisive factor which makes pecple independent and creative beings.

To have independent ideclogica! ccnsclousne$s means having a
firm desire and wil!to oppose alnsorts of su[:j ugatinn ancl bonciage ar:r!
transfcrnr the world in aGCorcl witlr ono's own intenti*r1 and denranrJ.
When one has independent ideciogicai conscicusness one can have a
correct understancling of the law af naturs, con[ir:uously n:aster nett-ire
throug h purposive activity, and reshape socie{ir as ome wants hy
waging an active struggle against the e:ppressors whc trample upr:n
Chaj usong. The activitres of pecpie v'rha scisr:tiflcaily ccgnize anrj
rernal<e the world are a ffitanifestaticn cf rheil'conscicusness, a!-ld the
positlve role tliey play in the struggle to transfr:rrn nature enC societv is,
after all, the role clf their conscicusness vrrhich regulates and contrais
their actirrities.

" The decisive role of ideolog ica! ccnsciausness rnust not be
ccnstrured as meaning that ideological consciousness itself transfornrs
the world by exercising rnateriai strength. $eeirrg people act accorclrng;
to their consciousness, the idealists only stressecj the superiority of spirit
over rnatter and ialsely insisted as if spirit itseif could piai,3ny creatiire
role apart from man's activity. As there can L:e no iCeologica! conscious-
ness without man, the decisive role of ideological ccnsciousness is
inconceivable apart frorn his activitrr. Icieological c;,:ns:*rcijsness reflects
people's rq/ishes and interests, er:ables thenr to sei ii:e i'ig;ht goa! anci
direction of action accordingly and inCuces then: to,,,vorl( activel-,r for its
rnaterializatron. ldeoiogical conscicusne$s exerts infiuence on the
ob.;ective world only througl-r men's activity.

Consciousness of independence plays the decisive role rn
the popular masses' revolution arv mCIvement.

The dear leader Comrade Kinr -"long I I sa id.
"The cCInsciousness of indepenrler"Ece plays the decisive

role in the rna$ses'revolutionary r"ncvenftesrt for Chajusong.
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ldeolog ical consciousness determines the class character of the
actions of people who participate in the revolutionary movement. The
class character of their actions in the revolutionary movement hinges
on which class they are acting for. ln other words, it is decided by
rruhich class's stand they take towards the revolutionary struggle.

ldeological consciousness determines the class character of the
actions of people because ideological consciousness itself has a class
character. There can be no superclass ideology in a class society, and
wlrat is basic to people's ideological consciousness in a class society is
class conscicusness. People's stand and attitude towards the class
struggle are determined by their class ccnsciousness.

Of course, people's activity ls based on thelr social and class
positions and deternrined by them. But the social and class positions
alone do not prompt people to action. The social and class pCIsitions
are, in the f inal analysis, an objective factor rnfluencing the ideological
consciousness which directly regulates the action of people.The social
and class positions indirectly work on their actions by inf luencing their
consciousness.

Therefore, which class people serve in a class society is, after all,
clirectly determined by which class's rdeology they have. When they
have the ideology of the reactionary classes, they would commit
counteyrevolutionary acts. When they have the ideology of the
progressive class, the consciousness of independence, they wculd
f ig ht devoted ly f or the victory of the revclution.

The ideology also determines the will and f ig hting power of
people d isplayed irr the revolutionary movement.

The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll said:
"The will and fighting power of people demonstrated in

the revolutionary nlovement are also determined by their
ideological consciousness. The level of the willpower and
strength demonstrated by the people is determined by their
ideology. Only those who have a f irm consciousness of
independence will be able to take an indomitable attitude
towards the revolutior't, actively participate in it with a strorrg
will, and struggle to the end, overcoming all difficulties and
trials." (tbid., p.32)

ldeological consciousness determines not only the class character
of peop!e's action but also their will and fighting power demonstrated
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w;th the develspn'!ent of the revolutlonary mevernent." (thid.,
p 32)

The developnnent of the revolutionary movement means that the
popular masses realize their indepenCent demand of a higirer level. ln
order to realize their indeperrdent demand of a higher level, it is
indispensable for thern to have a high degree of consciousness of
independence and cond uct more creative acti'vity. Theref ore, the role
of ldeolog ica I consciousness ever increases as the revolutionary
nrovenrent galns in scope and depth at a higher stage.

The role of ideological consciousness is incornparably enhanced
in the struggle for sociaiism anC communism, the highest stage of the
revo I r-rtio nary movenrent.

It is, first of all, hecause the socialist and comilrunist societies are
built purposefully and consciously by the popular masses who are
aware of the Iaws of historical development and tlreir own rnission.

The dear ieader Comrade l(im Jong ll sald:
"By nature, the comrTrunist movefflent, the highest stage

of the revolutionary rnovement, requires a high degree of
consciousness from people, The socialist and communist
societies are built by the purposeful and conscious efforts of
the popular masses. The role of ideological consciousness is
incomp arably enhanced when building socialism and com-
munisrn after the seizure of political power and the establish-
ment of the socialist system by the workinE ctrass." (tbid.,p. -q2 )

Socialist and communist societies are ones to be created by the
purposef ul and conscicus strugg le of the popular masses, where every
condition is gLraranteed for enhancing the roie of people's ideological
consciousness

Capitalism depends on the discipline of hunger and the rod, L:ut
sCIcialisrn and communisnr rely on tlre high level of people's conscious-
ness. Of course, in the socialist society, a transitiorral society, there
survive old ideas in the minds of people, and this needs control" But
since the sccralist and comnrunist societies are societies whcse
masters are the popular masses, they require putting the main stress on
arousing their consciousness instead of controlling thern.

Socialism and communism not only require a high level of
consciousness but provlde all conditions for increasing the role of the
people's ideological consciousness to the full.
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The role of ideological conscioursness in social prosre.ss cieSrepds
cn its class character and ccntent. The reacrioirary thor-lghts of the
exploiting classes [ramper soclal progress by covering ufr tl-re re-
actionary nature of exploiter society, d*f*r"r11 !nE the rlemancls ancj
interests of the exploiting classes and k;y distorting the iaws or socieil
progress. But the advanced thcugltts cf ti:e pragressrve class stir,lulate
socia I prog ress beca use they ccrrectlv ref lect its defflfi nds ,: nd irr terests
and the laws of sociai progress. Th,;: revc!utionary thcug 5t cf the
worl<ing class, the nrost independent c;Iass, has an lncomparab!r,,
g!'eater revoiutionary influence than ariy ather progressive icJeas ir-:
historY because of rts thcrcug lily scientif ic and rr:vcluticnery character.
It scientif icaliv shows the road oi strugUle aheacJ of tf-re poprriay rnasses
since it mirrcrs the Iarrys of social progress rncst precis*ly, ancJ it is easi!y
accepted by the masses and converteci intc a great n-lateriat strelgthr
because it correctly reflects their aspirations and cJenrands. The
revolutionary thought of the v,rorl<ing class ls a \ffeapcn for coglniz!n.q
and changing the reality and shaping the ft-rture

Therefore, unlil<e the reactionery thoughts cf tlre exf:loiting classes
which, speal<inE for the old sr:cial systeilr, liincier tlre forward move-
ment of history, the revclt-rtionary thoLlght of tlre'wopging class
discharges the mission of stinrulating arid propelling the forwarcl
mcvement of history

Lil<e this, the roie of ideclcgical consciouspess increases as the
revolutionary movement cJevelops onto a hig trer stage, and it rises
enormously in the process of builci ing soclalisnr and conrmunisri.

With the elucidation of the principle that the indepen6eqt
ideolcg ical consciousness of the popular rnasses plays the decisive
roie in the revolutionary struggle, a new light has been shed on the law
of social progress.

ln the pelst the role of ideolog ical consciousness in social
development was studied in the light of lts reaction to the action of
rnaterial and economic cond itions, and was only regarded as prompt-
ing or retarding social progress.

With the clarification of the above-n'lentionecl principle. a correct
understanding has been given of the role of ideclogy in social
development, a scientific answer itas been supplieC to the questron of
the basic rnotive power of the socio - h istarical rnovement and the
revoluticnary struggle, and a new law of soclal develcpment clarified.
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The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll said."Attaching decisive irnportance to the ideological factor
is a law of revolutionary movement." (tbict , p 34 )

Together with the ideolog ical factor, the nraterial f actor, too, piays
a g reat part in the revolutionary movement. B ut the material f actor
cannot supersede the role of the popular masses, the main agency of
the revolutionary tnovement. lt acts on the vrctory of revolution as an
objective cond ition which affects people's actrvities in the rev-
olr-rtionary struEgle How to use the material conditions and how much
their actiorr shou ld be strengthened depend on pecple's conscior-ls
activities. Even if the material cond itions are ripe, there will be no
revolutionary movement, nor will it win even if it is started, so long as
people are not awal<ened ideologically.

These rnaterial cond itions can be p!'epared q u ickly or slowly
depend ing on how people act. The nnaterial ccnd itions can by no
means be prepared of their own accord. They are only prepared
throug h the actrvities of people who have ideolog ic;:i consciousness. !f
people worl< actively with a high level of ldeological consciousness,
the material conditions will be prepared quicl<ly, and if not, the
preparation of the ryiaterial conditions will be retarded that much.

The revoluticn advances a nd emerEes victorious cn ly throug h the
active struggle of revolutionaries and pecple By nature of Ihings, the
revolutionary struggle will start not after all necessary conci itions [rave
been created, nor will it be waged cnly in favourable circumstances. On
the contrary, the revolutionary rnovement usually starts in difflcu!t
cond itions devoid of enoug h material ccnd itions f or it Wa iting with
folded arms for all conditions to ripen is tantamount to ref usirrg to ma!<e
a revolution. Therefore, primary importance must be gir",en to the
ideolcg ical f actor in the revoiutionary struggle and construction worl<
and, on this basis, strong efforts must be rnade to create all necessary
cond itions.

Another reason why grasping people's thinl<ing as the main !rnl< is
an important principle in the revolution and construction is that solving
all probiems by uplifting the ideological consciousness of people is an
essentially cornnrun ist method.

The dear leader Comrade l(im Jong Il said:"Solving all problems by raising the level of people's
consciousness is the methocl inherent to the connrnunists. The
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construction. Reliance on the popular masses'high revolutionary
consciousness mal<es it possible to push forward the revolutionary
strugg Ie and construction worl< vigorously and hasten the vrctory of
the revolution by overcoming all unfavourable cond itions.

As is clear from the aforesaid, to put the main stress on thought is
an important principle in the revolution and construction which stems
from the legitimate requirement of the revolutionary movement and the
nature of the cornmunists.

By elucldating the socio-historical princrples of the Juche idea in
an all-round way, the dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll has made an
everlasting contributlon to further deepening and developing the
Juche rdea and establishing for the first time in the development of
philosophlcal thoughts of humanity the new socio-historical outtook,
the Juche outlook on history, with man, the popular rnasses, as the
s u bj ect.
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1) THE INDEPENDENT STAND MUST
BE MAINTAINED

The dear leader Comrade Kirn Jong ll def ined lt as a f undanrental
principle of the J uche idea to maintain the independent stand
and gave a comprehensive exposition of principles for holding to
it.

The dear leader Comrade l(im Jong ll said:"lf the revolution and construction are to lce carried out
as required by the Juche idea, Chajusong must be maintained
and realized in Party and state activities." ttbtct , p 36 )

To maintain and realize Chaj usong in Party and state activities is a
fundarnental demand tc push forward the revolution and construction
as required by the J uche idea and a sure guarantee for their
v icto ry.

lf Chaj usong is to be maintained and realized in Party and state
activities. an independent stand must firmly be maintained. The
independent stand is a most revolutionary stand that the masses of the
people ought tc firmly defend their independent requirements and
interests in the revolution and construction, deeply conscious that they
are the masters of the revolution and resolve all problenrs arising in the
revolution and construction on their own responsibility and by therr
own efforts.

The independent stand is expressed in tlre principles of Jucire in
ideology, indepencience in politics, self-sufficiency in the economy
and self-reliance in defence.

(1),jucHE rN TDEOLOGY

Juche in ideology is a guiding principle for realizing Chaj usong in
the ideolog ical f ield.
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revolution and construction in their country with the attitude cf master.

What then is to be done to establish Juclre in thought?

ln order to establish Juche in ideology it is necessary first of erllto
arm oneself with the revolutionary idea of tire worl<irrg class and with
the policy of one's party.

The dear leader Ccmrade Kim Jong ll said:"ln orcler to estatrlish Juche in ideo!ogy, it is necessary to
equip oneself with the revolutionary idea of the wonking class
and with the policy of one's party." (ibici p 37 )

In order to establish Juche in icleology cne should equlp oneself
with the revolutionary thoLlght of the \ /orl<ing class. The wcrl<irrg class
is the nrost independent class fighting to elirninate all forms of
domination and subjLrgation once ancl for all and comnletely realize
Chajusong; its revoluticnary ttrought is a thorougirty indepenclent onr:
urhich correctly reflects the indepencierrt demands and aspiratrons cf
tlre workirrg class and other popular masses. Cnly when one is
equippecJ with the re\iclr-;tionary thought cf tire w'orl,rirr$ cl.lss, uriil crre
be able to caruy out sLrcce.ssfully the revolution enci construrction
horrrrever cGmplex the situatiorr Fray be, conscicus that one is the
master of the revolution,

ln order to establish Juche in ideology, tt is essential tc equip
oneself with the policy of one's party The policy cf the revolutionary
party of each country, the enrbcdiment of the revolirtionarv thought of
the worl<ing class, is the guide to t[-le revolrition and construction in
that country. One nnust equip oneself with one's party r:olicy and
regard it as the guideline of thrnl<ing ancl practice. l'his is the only wa"/
to carry out the revolution and const!'rjctian in acccrclairce with the
clesire of one's own people and the specific reality of one's c,wn
country and fulfil one's responsibility as the r:raster of the revcllr-rtlon.

That the Korean people establish Juc;he irr icieology precisely
means that they equip themselves with tlre gre;it Juche idea autlrored
by the respected President l(im ll Sung, and the policy of the Worl<ers'
Party of Korea, its embodiment, and thinl< arid act as recluired by them,
Today the Korean people are mal<irrg energetic efforts to establish the
monolithic ideological syStem, the J uche ideological system, in the
whole Party and society.
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powers are deep-rooterl as a result of its colonial subjugation policy
and its machirrations for cbliterating their national culture. So, they
should give special attention to the struggle to cultivate a sense of
national d ign ity and revolutionary pride.

" Geographically situated between big powers, Korea had sr-rffered
fronr foreign invasions and interventions historically. ln particular, urhile
occupying Korea for 36 years, the Japanese imperialists manoeuvred to
eliminate the naticnality of the Korean people and obliterate their
national culture. However, tlre Korean people fought bravely against tlre
foreign invaders and defencjed their nationality. Today, the Korean
people cherish the d ignity as a resourcef ul and coLlrageous nation,
particularly a high sense of pride that theyare carrying out the revolution
under the leaclership of the respected President l(im Il Sutrg, the
revolr-rtronary genius and a great thinker and theoretician, end add lustre
to the honout'and digrrity of the nation.

Next, establishinE J uche in ideclogy requires that national culture
should be developed and that the cultural and technical le'vels of the
masses ra ised.

The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll said.
"The task of establishing Juche in ideology requires that

national culture should be deve!oped and that the clrltural and
tech nical levels of the rnaSSeS raised." Ubid., p 39 )

To establislr J uche in thinking, one must develop a socialist
national culture.

Only by building culture which is national in form and re-
volutionary and socialist in content, Juche-oriented culture which
agrees with the sentiments of one's people and is based on the
worklng-class line, is it possible to make people's ideological and
spiritual life healthy and facilitate the establishment of J uche in
ideo logy.

ln order to develop the socialist national culture on a sound klasis,
it is essentialto thoroughly prevent imperialist cultural penetration and,
at the same tlme , reject the tenclency to return to the past and nihilistic
inclination with regard to the heritage cf national culture, properly
inherit and develop its fine traditions, and critically adopt prcgressive
elements of foreign culture, whlch are congenial to one's people's
seirtiments.
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others take to revisionism, one would follow suit; and if others adopt
dogmatism, one would act likewise.

As the great Presrdent Kim ll Sung sard, if a person falls into
flunl<eyism, he would become a fool; if a nation is servile to big powers,
thecountrywould goto ruin;and if a party issubservientto big powers,
it would mal<e a mess of the revolution and construction.

What is most harmful and dangerous at present is flunl<eyism
towards US imperialism. This servility,which is expressed in the fear
and worship of the United States, is doing a great harm to the
revolutionary struggle of the people The harmf ulness of this servility is
most notable in south Korea today. Servility to US imperialism, which
has been spread by the US imperialist aggressors and their stooges, is

the most harmful ideological poison which is paralyzing people's
national and class consciousness in south Korea and trampling upon
the precious cultural heritage and beautiful customs of the Korean
nation. Unless the struggle is intensified to oppose the fear and
worship of the United States among the south Korean people and to
heighten their spirit of national independence, neither the victory of the
south Korean revolution nor the inciependent reunifrcation of the
country would be possible.

The struggle to cppose flunl<eyism and establish Juche is a seriouts
question on which the destiny of the revolution depends Wlren the
struggle to reject f lunkeyism and establish J uche in thought is
intensified, the ultimate victory of the revolution will be surely
guaranteed.

(2) TNDEPENDENCE lN POLIICS

The principle of independence in politics is a guiding principle on
which Chaj usong is realized in the pclrtical field

Maintaining this principle is the most important require-
ment in ensuring Chaj usong to the masses.

This is, above all, because politics is of most decisive significance
in social life
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vereignty, can the masses of the people hew out their destiny, holding
it in their hands and build an independent life

Next, to maintain political Chaj usong means to conduct politics
which defencls the interests of one's people and relies on their strengtlr.
ln other words, it means to firmly defend the independent interests cf
the popular masses against all the enemies within and without and
f ully ensLlre tlrem the rights as the masters of the state and society To
this end, it is irnperative to set up a genuinely people's power, formulate
all policies by oneself in l<eeping with the independent demands and
wishes of one's people and implement them by raising their creative
rcle. Such politrcs alone enables the popular masses to hold the
position of the masters of the state and society and fulfil their role as

such.
Chaj usong in politics is the first criterion and the life and soul of an

inclependent sovereign state. Herein lies the necessity cf observing the
principle of political Chaj usong.

The dear leader comrade Kirn Jong ll said:
"As the leader instructed, political Chajusong is the first

criterion and the life and soul of an independent sovereign
state. Only when a natiorr maintains political Chajusong, will
it be able to ensure independence and freedom and be happy
a nd p ros pe ro us.' ' (l bid , pp 41 '42 )

politlcal Chaj usong is the first criterion of an independent
sovereign state The principles of independence in politics, se!f-
sufficiency in the economy and self-reliance in defence are basic
criteria upon wl"iich to characterize an independent sovereign state.
Witliout political Chaj usong, the principles of economic self-
suff iciency and self -reliant defence cannot be realized, either. ln order
to l:ecome an inclepencient sovereign state, politicai Chaj usong should
be ensured before anything else

political Chal uscng is the life and soul of an independent
sovereign state. A state means a collective in which people live and are

united and controlled politlcally by a definlte power. As Chaj usong is
what keeps man alive, so it is vital to the state, a unit in the people's
ccllective life The state has Chaj usong fror-n the time when it came into
being. Only a countrywith Chaj usong is able to exist and develop as an
independent sovereign state. Without Chaj usong, m an, a social being,
is virtually dead Lil<ewise, a country without political Chaj usong is
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and political forces have a decisive inf luence in strengthening econ -
omic and military forces. Success of the revolution depends on
whether political forces are built well or not. Only when one builds
strong internal political forces and relies on them, will one be able to
win and preserve sovereignty and ensure independent politics.

" Political forces are politicized and organized forces that form the social
and class basis of power and are capable of seizing and preserving power
and ensuring its activity. Political forces are the fflasses of the people
united organizationally and ideologically under the leadership of the
party, and the core of these forces ls the revolutionary party.

tf powerf ul internal politicalforces are to be built, it is imperative to
strengthen the party, the leading revolutionary force, and achieve the
unity and solidarity of the entire people based on the worker-peasant
alliance with the working class at its core. What is most important here
ls to rally allthe people closely around the party and the leader. When
the party and people are solidly united into a single political fQrce, they
will be able to display bourrdiess strength and emerge victorious in the
revol utron and construction.

ln order to ensure political Chajusong, one must also worl< out
one's policy by oneself and implement it.

The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong Il said:
"lf one is to ensure political Chajusong, one must have

one's o\run guiding thought, work out one's policy by oneself
in accordance with one's decisiotl, and carry it through." (lbic!.,

pp 42-43 )

The main thing in politics is to formulate policies and implement
them. lt can be said tlrat independent politics consists in forrnulating
and implementing all policies independently. Yielding to foreign
pressure and tolerating foreign intervention in politics or acting at the
instigation of others will make it impossible to rnaintain principle and
consistency and will lead the revolution and construction to failure.

lf one is to guarantee Chajusong in politics, one must have one's
own guiding thought and work out policies independently according
to one's judgement and decision. Having one's own guiding thought
is a prerequisite tc ensuring political Chajusong. Only when cne
has a revolutionary guiding idea reflecting the aspirations and
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and the i ntet'national worl<i ng -class moventent, conti n ui ng adva rrce to
socialisnr and communism, and observing the princrpies of non-
intet'ference in each other's internal affairs, rnutual respect, eqLialrty
and nrutual benef it Tlre Worl<ers'Party of l(orea is also adhering to the
policy of joinir-rg forces with non-aligned coLlntries, the newly-
enrerging nations, on the principles r:f respect for territorial integrity
ancJ state power, nonaggression, noninterfei'ence in each other''s
internalaffait's, eqLlality and nrutual benef it, and of.cooperating with all
coLrrrtries which are frienci ly towards l(orea

The independent forergn policy of tl-ie Wori<ers' Party of l(orea and
tl-re Goverutnlent of tlie RellLiblrc is enloying the unanintoLls sLlpport of
the world's progressive people and nral<ing a !lreat corrtribution to the
developnrent of the relations of friendship and cooperation among the
r.evolurtional'y parties and peoples of all coLlntries.

(3) SELF-SUFFtCIENCy tN THE ECONOMy

The principle of seif-sr-rfficiency in the economy is the guiding
principle of realizing Chaj usongJ in the field of economic life

To implement the principle of economic self -suff iciency is a
ve ry im po rta nt q uest io n

The dear leader Comrade l(inr Jong ll said:"The economy is the material basis of social life.
Econonric self-surfficiency enables one to consolidate the
independence of one's country and live independently,pro-
vides a sure guarantee for Jurche in ideology, independence in
politics, and self-reliance in defence and ensures rich ma-
terial and cultural lives for the people," ltttcl , yt 44 )

The economy is tlre nraterial basis of social life. lf nran is to live and
develop, he must possess nreans of life before anything else Only then
is it possible to keep man alive, reproduce and evolve nran himself and
develop politics and curlture. Without nreans of life, man cannot live not'
can social life be maintained

Economic self-sufficiency nral<es it possible to consolidate the
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strengthening the world's anti-imperialist, independent forces and
socialist f orces.

It is vitalto build an independent national economy partlcularly in
those countries which were backward economically and technically
because of innperialist domination and plunder in the past Only when
they build an independent nationaleconomy, willthey be able to repel
the neo-colonial policy of the imperialists, free themselves completely
f rom their dcmination and exploitation, wipe out national ineq uality,
and vigorously advance on the road of independence.

The ultrmate aim of building an independent national economy
consists in completely freeing the masses of the people from the fetters
of nature and providing .an independent and creative life for them
materially and satisfactorily by building an economy serving them, by
one's own efforts.

What then should be done for building an independent
national economy?

lf an independent national economy is to be built, it is essentia[,
first of all, to hold fast to the principle of self-reliance in econonric
construction.

The dear leader Comrade l(im Jong Il said:
"l{'. order to build an independent nationaleconomy, it is

essential to adhere to the principle of self-reliance in eco-
nomic cot"rstruction." (lbicl., p 45 )

Self -reliance is the revolutionary spirit of commun ists and their
principle of struggle in carrying out the revolution by their o\/n
initiative. Orre must belreve in one's own strength and depend on it in
economic construction, just as in all other activities for the revolution
and construction. A people who energetically struggle, with confi-
dence of their own capabllity, will be able to do any diff icult worl< But
a people who have no faith in their own power but only lool< up to
others, wiil not do anything successf ully. Only when cne mobilizes the
efforts of one's people ancl the resources of one's country and relies on
one's own finat-)cial resources and technology on the principle of self -
reliance, will one be able tc develop the economy quicl<ly at one's own
desire, ovet'come ail difficulties and bring prL")sperity to the
co u ntry.
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people with a stabilized and rndependent life.
lf an independent national economy is to be built, in the next

place, the economy should be equipped with modern technology and
the nation's technical personnel trained on an extensive scale.

The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll said:
"Equipping the economy with modern techniques and

training the nation's technical cadres on an extensive scale
are indispensable for the construction of an independent
nationaI economy." (tbid,p 47)

ln order to build an independent national economy one must
furnish the economy with modern techniques

Technical independence is absolutely necessary for economic
independence. When one has one's own developed techniq ues, one
will be able to use the natural resources of the country effectively and
develop the national economy in a diversified manner Developed
technology also provides the possibility to free the working masses
f rom backbreaking labour, narrow down the d ifferences between
physical and mental labour and resolve independently the d iff icult and
complex problems arising in economic and defence construction.

Eliminating technical backwardness from the national economy
and equipping it with modern techniques is a revolution. Only when
the technical revolution is accelerated continuously through the
mobilization of all possibilities in every sector, will technology develop
quickly and the country attain economic independence in a short time.

Training the nation's technical cadres on a large scale is essential
for building an independent national economy,

Solving the question of the nation's technical personnel is a major
factor in attaining economic and technical independence This is
essential to guaranteeing economic and technological progress by
one's own initiative. This is particularly important in building a new
society for those countries which were under the yoke of imperialism in
the past and which consequently were far removed from modern
science and technical develop'ment.

ln order to make the technical revolution and attain economic and
technical independence, one must put a lot of effort into the culturai
revolution and thus raise the cultural and technical levels
of the working masses and train an army of national technical
cad res.
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in ensuring economic self-sufficlency in thcse countries and in
increasing their economic power.

Today, the peoples of newly-emerging countries are struggling
against the US and other imperialists'policy of aggression and plunder,
in defence of their national sovereignty and natural resources, and in
order to put an end to the old economic order by which a few capitalist
powers have exploited and plundered at will the majority cf the
countries and peoples throughout the world, and to establish a new fair
world economic order.

The newly-emerging countries have inexhaustible manpower
resources and natural wealth and huge economic potentialities. They
also have a good deal of valuable experience and techniques which
can be exchanged with each other. lf they strengthen economic and
technical cooperation and vigorously struggle with their forces united,
the newly-emerging countries and peoples will be able to thwart the
imperialist policy of aggression and plunder, uphold their national
dignity and right to survival, and achieve economic self-sufficiency
and prosperity in a short period without depending on great powers.

Today, the Korean people are confronted with the task of the
J uche-orientation, modern ization and scientization of the national
economy.

The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll said:
"The important task conf ronting us today in building the

socialist independent national economy is to accelerate the
Jr"rche-orientation, modernizatlon and scientizatian of the
national economy." (lbid., p.49 )

As the great President Kim ll Sung said exp!icitly, the J uche-
orientation, modern ization and scientization of the national economy
constitute the strategic line that must be consrstently followed in
economic construction for socialism and communism.

Tcday, the task confrcnting the Korean people is to pilsh foru;arcl
the Juche-orientation, modernization and scientization of the national
economy, holding on fast to the line of building an independent
national economy.

* Making the national economy J uche-orienteci means build ing and
developing the economy with one's CIwn domestic natura! resolrrces
and techniques in keeping with the specific conditioris of one's
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Why is self -reliance in defence a f undamental principle of
building an independent sovereign state?

It is, above all, because self-reliance in defence enables one to
defend one's country from the imperialist moves of aggression and
war,

lmperialism is a constant cause of war and the main force of
aggression and war today is US imperialism.

One must not want war. But one must not fear war or beg peace of
the imperialists The best way to preserve national independ -
ence and peace and win the revolutionary cause is to counter the
imperialist war of aggression with the war of liberation, answer the
co u nterrevol utio nary vio lence of reactio n w ith revol utio na ry v io le nce,
and always make full preparations to meet the imperialist moves of
aggression and war.

For this purpose, the principle of self -reliance in defence must be
implemented.

Another reason why self-reliance in defence is a fundamental
principle of build ing an independent sovereign state is that self -reliant
defence is a military guarantee for the nation's political independence
and economic self -sufficiency.

Defence power is a basic means which guarantees the security of a

country or a nation Milrtary dependence on other countrres mal<es it
impossible to maintain political independence and carry out economic
construction at will Only when one implements the principle of self-
reliant defence, will one be able to repel imperialist aggression and
intervention, defend the natiorl's political independence and economic
self-sufficiency and safe[JUard the revolutionary gains and the security
of the people

Then, what does it mean to implement the principle of self -reliant
defence?

The dear leader Conrrade Kim Jong ll said:
"lmplementing the principle of self-reliant defence

means defending one's country by one's own efforts." (iltict , p
s1 )

Inrplenrentirri-.1 the princrple of self-reliance in defence means
defending one's coLintry by one's own efforts. ln other words, it means
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plemented, a defence system involving all the people and the
whole country must be established." (tbid., p5i )

This defence system requires the whole of the army to be turned
into a cadre army and modernized. This is because a people's army
constitutes the hard core in establishing an all-people, all-state
defence system. Training the whole army into a cadre army is to make
sure that all servicemen can undertal<e and perform the duties of a
higher rank. Only when the whole army is a cadre army, will it become
strong and provide the necessary commanding forces and multiply its
strength in case of need. Modernizing the whole army means armrngi,t
with up-to-date combat equipment. Only when the whole army is
modernized and lts political and ideological superiority blended with
modern technology, will it be possible to mal<e the revolutionary army a
really invincible army and increase the f ighting power of the all-people
armed forces including a civilian armed force.

ln order to set up an all-people, all-state defence system, it is also
necessary to arm all the people and fortify the whole country. Only then
can allthe people be mobilized to crush the enemy as soon as rtattacks
from any quarter, and defend the country from imperialrst 0ggreission
with cred it.

Further, in order to implement the principle of self -reliant defence
the political and ideological superiority of the people's arrned forces
should be brought into tull play

The dea r leader Comrade Kim J o ng I I sa id:"lf the principle of self-reliant defence is to be im-
plemented, the politico-ideological superiority of the
people's armed forces should be utilized to the maximum."
(lbid., p 52 )

The decisive factor for victory in war does not consist in weapons
or techniques, but in the high political enthusiasm and revolutionary
devotion of the army and popular masses who are conscious of the
justice of their cause. A noble revolutionary sprrit to fight for the
f reedom and liberation of the people, boundless loyalty to the party and
leader, a peerless self -sacrificing spirit and mass heroism which are
expressed in willingly giving up one's youth and life for the sake of the
country and revolution, revolutionary comradeship between men and
officers, their inseparable linl<s with the people, and voluntary military
discipline-these are political and ideological superiority peculiar to a
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As the great President Kim ll Sung instructed, victory or defeat in
nrodern war depends largely on whether or not manpower and nraterial
resources necessary for the war effort are fully ensured for a long
period

Modern war requires huge manpower and nraterial resources.
Victory in modern war is possible only when the rear is consolidated so
that the needs of the front and the t'ear for manpower and materials can
be f ully met for a long time

ln order to cope wrth war', a nation must build up major strategic
zones, store up necessary material reserves, and mal<e full preparations
from the peacetinre so as to continue with production even in the case
of a contingency.

Upholding the policy of building the economy and defence
simultaneously, the l(orean people have made good preparations both
militarily and materially and built up both the front-line areas and honre
front to cope with war.

The Korean people continue to fully implement the policy of self-
reliant defence, and thus further strengthen their self-reliant arnred
forces to be invincible, fight bacl< any enemy aggression and defend
the country and revolutionary ach ievements faithf ully.

2) THE CREATTVE METHOD SHOULD
B E AP PLIED

The dear leader defined the application of the creative method as
an important guiding principle of the Juche idea and clarified the
principles to be followed in applying this method

The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll said."lf we are to carry out the revolution and construction as
required by the Juche idea, we should apply the Greative
method both in mapping out the policy,strategy and tactics
of the revolution and in implementing them." (tbict., p 54 )

ln orderto carry outthe revolution and construction as required by
the Juche idea it is necessary to apply the creative method. The Juche
idea requires not only defending the Chaj usong of the masses of the
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revolution and constructlon, one can successfully sotve any
difficult problem and energetically speed up the revolution
and construction only when one relies on them. " (thid, pp 54-
55 )

The pop u lar masses are the decisive f orce that propels tlre
revolution and construction. They have strength capable of remal<ing
nature and transforming society in conforrnity witli their own will and
demand. Since they are the decisive force pushing foiward the
revolution and construction, one can successfully solve any difficult
problenr and energetically speed up the revolution and construction
only when one relies on them.

Then, what is to be done to carry out the revolution and
construction successfully by relying on the creativity of the
popular masses?

ln order to successf ully carry out the revolution and constructir:n
by depending on the rnasses, it is imperative, abcve all, to map out a
correct policy ref lecting their demands and aspirartions and rnal<e it
their ovr/n.

The dear leader Cornrade Kim Jong ll said:"lt we are to successfully carry out tlre revolution ancl
cotrstructiom by dependlnE on the masses, \Ne shoulcl rrlap out
a correct policy reflecting their demands and aspirations and
nrake it their orrun." (tbtd., p. s5.)

The masses of the people know the reality Lletter ti"ran anybocly
else and have a wealth of experience. Only when tire will and derr-irinds
of the broad masses are integrated in a policy one is worl<ing out, can
the policy be ccrrect, conform \A/ith their aspirations and interests, win
their hearty support and inspire thern to the struggle Shc,-rld one failto
ref lect the will of the masses correctly, one would coinrnit a subjectlve
error in guiding the revoiution and construction. Then, one woilld kle
unable to enllst their creativity.

Theref ore, f or the successf ul carrying out oi the revoiution ancj
construction relyirrg on people, e ccrrect pollcy reflectirrg the asp!r
ations ani demands of the masses slrould be mapped out.

And the party policy should be made to be their o\"/n
All the Iine and 5:olicies cf the party are implemented and realized
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deviations are allowed to develop, it will weaken the unity of the
masses, paralyze their revolutionary zeal and creative power and inflict
a great loss to the revolution and construction.

ln order to bring the creative power of the masses into play, it is
also necessary to struggle against allthe outdated things that obstruct
innovations.

The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll said."lf the creative power of the masses is to be brought
into play,a struggle must be waged against all outdated
things that hamper innovations. ln particular, it is important
to wage an active stru$gle against passivism and
co nse rvat is rn . ' ' (lbid., p. s6 )

The outdated things that hinder innovations are the main obstacle
in the way of grving scope to the creative power of the masses. They
must be rejected in order to bring the wisdom and strength of the
popular ntasses into play as reqr-l.ired by the creative method.

What is of especial importance here is to strugg ie against
passivism and conservatism. These are wrong ideolog ical tendencies
to clinging to the old and fearing the new without boldness and vigour
They are the main obstacle stand ing in the way of progress and
innovations Only when the struggle against these tendencies is
intensified, can the creative power of the masses be brought about for
continuoLts !'enovation and upsurge in the revclution and construrction

If the creative power is to be brought into full play, it is necessary to
conduct widespread mass movements.

"\A/idespread rnass ffirovements should be launched in the
revolution and construction." (tbirt., p 56 )

Mass movements are a creative wslu to strengthen the irnity and
cooperation of the worl<ing masses and give rein to their inexlraustible
strength. They are a revolutionary methocJ to expedite the buiiding of
sociallsm anci communism through mass struggle and collective
innovations. One can successf ully solve any d iff icult problem if one
f ights off all elements standing in the way of nrass movements, brings
the consciousness and initiative of the masses into full play and
organizes and steadily develops mass struggle.

The Three- Revolution Red Flag Movement and the movement to
follow the example of the unassuming heroes which are vigorousiy
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revCIiution #nd construction are the masses of ttre people and they are
also the rnotrve f*ree of the revolution and construction. Therefore, for
the acceleration cf the revoiution and construction, one must rely on
the strength of the popular masses, antl stimulate their thought and
bring their revolr;tianary enth usiasrn into f ull play by giving prece-
dence to pcllitical w'ork

Anrj the Juche work method requires that one scive without
formalitv all problenrs creativr*ly iri a way whi*h is suitabl* to the
specific features and circunlstances. The revolution and construction
advance without letup and the circumstances, conditions and cbjeets
also change. Accorfingly,the revolutionery n"lethoct of w'ork, too.
cannot be stereotyped. One must conduct work in a bald and creative
manner in keeping with the specific conditions, without sticking to
f orrna lity.

The Juche method of work also requires that one always share life
and death and ups and downs with the masses, and show ail example
by practice rather than by precept standlng at their head. To set an
example is a revolutionary method of work that means to set examples
to the masses bv one's own deeds and lead them to fulfil the
revolutionary tasks, standing at their head in a difficult and arduous
work. This enaLries one tc arouse the masses vigorously and remou!d
them successf u lly.

It is alss requirement of the Juche work method that one is
modest, simple anci generous and leads the masses into fully de-
rrionstrating their creative initlative.

This method is f undamerrtally opposed to the method of rnoving
peoole by offering money or using force, or the administrative work
method, the method af cammand.

The working -class party should always hold fast to the re-
volutionary work method both before and after the takeover of power
arid in the revolutionary struggle and construction work. ln partie u!ar,
foliowing the takeover of power, it must steadily improve ancl perfect
the work metl":od in conformity with the developing reality.

Only then wculd it be possible to exploit fully the revolutionary
zeal anel creative activity of the masses and vigorously push ahead with
$ocialist and rlommunist construction. Then it would also be possible
to eliminate bureaucratic and aciministrative tendencies which are
liahle to appear in a government party. Therefore, that the working-
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correctly assess the subjective and obiective conditions of
the revolution in one's own country and define the line,
strategy and tactics in accordance with them." (lhid., pp 58-59)

Since the revolutionary strugg le is cond ucted with each country
as the unit, the policy for the successful carrying out of the revolution
should be mapped out in conforrnity with the specific conditions of
each co u ntry

lf one shouid fail to take into gccd account the subjective and
objective conditions of the revolution in one's own country, one would
fall into subjectivism in mapping out the policy and would inflict a

g reat loss on the revolution a nd construction.
What is important in calculating the subjective and objective

conciitions cf the revolution is to attach greater importance to the
rnternal factor and the political and ideological factor. This is because
these factors play a decislve role in the revolutronary struggle.The
revolutio nary movement is ca useC and developed by its masters, the
popular rnasses of each country,anci the role of the popular masses in

the revolutlonary struggle is determined, among others, by their
political consciousness. One can promote the revolution as one desires
when the internalforces are prepared and the masses'level of ideology
is high, although other conditions are unfavourable.

Theref ore, in def in ing the pclicy and rnethod of the revolution,
one rnust regard the internal factor and the politicai and ideological
factor as basic and strengthen them to energetically deveiop the
revolutron.

ln order to carry out the revolr-rtionary struggle in accordance r'r'iith

one's actual conditions, it ls also necessary to take a correct attitucle
towards the establishecl theories.

The dear leader comrade. Kirn Jong li said:
"lt one is to carry out the revolutionary struggle and

construction work in accordance with one's actual con-
ditions, one must take a correct attitude towards the es-
tablished theories." ltbid., p, 59,)

As the great President Kim ll Sung instrr.rcted, with regard to the
propositions or formulas of the established theories one rnust apply
them to conform with one's specif lc cond itions and peculiarities after
taking intc consideration the demands cf the tirne they reflect and tlre
premises they are based on. A theorv that does not confornr with the
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experiences in a critical and creative way in the revolution and
construction.

The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll pointed out:
"A critical and creative approach to foreign experiences

is important in the revolution and construction." (tbid., p 60.)
ln the revolution and construction, one must approach foreign

experiences in a critical and creative manner. Such experiences always
reflect the socio - h istorical cond itions and the national pecul iarrties of a
particular country. Some of thern are necessa ry and benef iciai to one's
country and suitable to one's actual conditions but others are not. lt is,
therefore, important in the revolution and construction to approach
foreign experiences in a critical and creative way.

ln the f irst place, out of foreign experrences, one must accept what
is beneficial to one and reject what is not. Even in accepting the good
experiences of others, one must nct swallow them raw but adhere to
the creative stand of changing and modifying them to suit one's actuai
cond itions.

Next, though one had better referto the experiences of others, one
must rnake effective use of oRe's own experiences as far as possible.

It is wrong both to try tcl copy others blindly and to refuse to learn
with an open mind frorn the good experiences of others. The question
is what should be one's attitude to the experiences of others We are
opposed to the dogmatic attituele of unconditionally worshipping the
experiences of others without dernonstrating a crea-rive spirit and
swallowing raw even what is not suitab!e to one's actual conditions.
This attitude renders it impossible to map out a correct policy
conforming to the revolutionary requirements of one's ovvn country
and the aspirations of orie's own people. ln the long run, itwculd make
it impossible to carry out the revolution and construction satisfactoriiy.

To apply the creati're spirit in solving ail problenrs in confcrmity
with one's own situation is a scientific and revolutionary method that
makes it possible to reject flunkeyism and Cogmatism and successfully
carry out the revolution and construction.
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the level of ideology of the popular masses so that they
problems arising in the revolution and construction in an
and creative way.

ln order to step up the revolution and constructlon through
enlisting the popular masses' consciousness, it is necessary tc remove
the survivals of the olC ideology in the minds of the popular masses,
masters of the revolution and constructior-l, equip them with the
consciousness of independenGe, bring the Party's policy home to them
and give full scope to their revolutionary zeal. Therefore, the principle
of placing the main stress on ideology in the revolution and construc-tion involves two aspects--giving priority to ideological remoulding
and giving precedence to political work.

(1) ctvtNG pRtoRtTy To TDEOLOGTCAL
REMOULDING

G iving priority to ideological remoulding is one of theimportant principled requirements which shorlO be maintainedin the revolution and construction.

Giving priority to ideological remoulding means keeping ahead of
all other work the work of eliminating the remnants of the old society inthe sphere of the thinking of peopte and arming them with theprogressive idea of the working class, the comrnunist idea.

Why then should ideological remoulding be kept ahead of all other
wo rl<?

It is, above all, because ideological remoulding holds the mostimportant place in remoulding people into men of a communist type.
The dear leader comrade Kim Jong ll said:"ldeological remoulding is an important task to trans-form people into genuine men of a communist type. " (tbid., p.

62)
ln order to build socialist and cornmunist society, the ideal societyof humanity, it is essential not only to develop the productive forces

and change the social relations but also to transform people themsel-ves into harmoniously developed communist men. No matter how
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attention should be paid to transforming people into communist men
and top priority should be given to remoulding their thinking in a
communist way.

Yet another necessity of keeping ideological remoulding ahead of
all other work is in the fact that the remoulding of ideology ls a far-
reach ing revolution.

The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll said:
"The remoulding of man's ideology is a far-reaching

revolution.'lt is a struggle to eliminate the remnants of the old
society in the sphere of man's ideology for good and arm all
the working people with the progressive idea of the vrlorking
class, the communist idea. lt constitutes the basic form of
class struggle in socialist society where the exploiting classes
have been liquidated." (tbid., p 63 )

ldeological remoulding is a struggle to eliminate the remnants of
the old society in the sphere of ideology of people for good and arm
them with the idea of the working class, the comnrunist idea. Before
the establishment of a socialist system the liquidation of the exploiting
classes constitutes the basic form of class struggle, but after its
establishment ideological remoulding to eliminate the remnants of the
old idea remaining in the minds of the people becomes the basic form
of class struggle.

Therefore, in order to remodel people in a communist way, one
must fight against the penetration of reactionary ideology and culture
by the imperialists and, at the same time, cont!nue to carry out the
ideological revolution to eliminate the remnants of obsolete ideglogy
persisting in the minds of the people and eq uip them with an
independent idea, the communist idea.

What is the most important in ideologica! remoulding is to
establish a revolutionary world outlook, the outlook on the
revolution.

The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong Il said:
"The main thing in ideological remoulding is the es-

tablishment of a revolutionary world outlook, the outlook on
th e revo lut io n . " (tbid., p 63 )

ldeological remoulding is aimed at transforrning people into
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struggle.The interests of the popular masses precisely mean the
interests of the revolution. Therefore, the Juche outlool< on the
revolution finds expression in a revolutionary spirit to fight vigorously
for the masses of the people.

The core in the Juche outlook on the revolution is loyalty to the
party and the leader.

This is related to the leading position and role of the party and the
leader in the revolutionary struggle and the struggle for the building of
socialism and communism. The party and the leader represent perfectly
the interests of the revolution and play a decisive role in achieving
victory in the revolution. The revolutionary cause of the worl<ing class,
the cause of socialism and communism, is started by the leader and is
carried out under the guidance of the party and the leader. The
revolutionary movement will be victorious only when it follows the
g u idance of the party and the leader. Therefore, the core in establish ing
a correct outlool< on the revolution is to increase loyalty to the party and
the leader.

Then, what aye the tasl<s to establish the Juche outlool< on
the revolution?

ln orderto establish a correct outlool< on the revolution, first of all,
one must firmly equip oneself with revolutionary ideology and theory.

The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll pointed out:"To acquire a correct revolution ary outlook one must
f irmly equip oneself With revolutionary ideology and theory."
(lbid., p 64 )

One can acquire a correct viewpolnt and attrtude to the revolution
only on the basis of a correct understanding of the revolution.

Only when one equips oneself with revolutionary ideology and
theory, will one be able to correctly understand the essence of the
revolutlon and the laws of revolutionary development, have conf i-
dence in the prospect of the revolution and struggle to the end in any
adverse condition without vacillation and hesitation.

Therefore, to establish a revolutionary outlool< one must equip
oneself with revolutionary ideology a nd theory.

lf one is to establish a correct outlool< on the revolution, one must
also have communist revolutionary spirit.
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scaffold, is a true revolutionary with a f irm J uche outlook on the
revo lutio n.

So, to acquire an outlool< on the revolutiot-I, one must train oneself
in practice and try to prove one's own ideology without letup.

What are the uvays to be a communist revolutionary wl'ro has
a correct outlook on the revolution?

lf one is to be a communist revolutionary with a correct outlook on
the revolution, one must intensify revolutlonary studying before
a nyth ing else

The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll said:"lf one is to be a communist revoltrtionary with a right
outlook on the revolution, one must intensify revolutionary
studying." (tbid., p 65 )

Studying is the basic means to equip oneself with revolutionary
ideas, theories, strategy and tactics. Without studying one would not
be able to comprehend the truth of revolutionary struggle nor have a
high level of class viewpoint and revolutionary vision.

A revolutionary must always regard studying as his first anC
foremost duty and continue to study all his life.

Studying should not be merely aimed to acquire theory and
knowledge. The revolutionary theory and l<nowledge one has learnt
through studying rnust be turned into one's conviction.

- Theory will be turned into one's conviction when one does not
confine oneself to understandlng it as a mere l<nowledge but l<eer-rly
realizes its valiciity through actual life and has an indomitable will to
defend it. lt can be said that when tlreory is combined with the necessity
of life and convertecl into one's steacly will it has become one's
conviction.

!n order to become a communist revolutionary with a correct
outlook on the revolution, one must lead a faithful revolutionary
org anizational life"

The dear leader Comrade I(im J o ng I I sa id ."ln order to become a communist revolutionary with a
correct outlook on the revolution, one must Iead a faithful
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economic construction. The struggle for socialist economic construc-
tion is also an important revolutionary struggle Active participation in

the struggle for production and construction is the only way to acquire
confidence in the justice and victory of the cause of socialism and
communism as well as genuinely revolutionary spirit and traits of the
worl<ing class.

As seen above, if people are to become communist revolutionaries
with a f irm J uche revolutionary outlook, they must intensify studying,
strengthen their org anizational life without letup and train themselves
vigorously in the revolutionary practice'

(2) GIVING PRECEDENCE TO POLITICAL WORK

Giving priority to political work is one of the principled require-
ments which should be adhered to ln the revolutionary struggle and
construction worl<.

For a successf ul implementation of the revolutionary tasks,
political worl< aimed at educating and rousrng the people into actiolr,
should be given priority over all other work.

Why should politrcal work be kept ahead of all other worl<?

ln the flrst place, it is because success in the revolutionary struggle
and construction worl< depends on the worl< among the people

The dear leader comrade Kim Jong ll said:
"Since the revolution and construction are carried out by

the people, success in the revolutionary struggle and in
building socialism and communism depends, after all, on the
work among the PeoPle." (tbid., p 67 )

The revolution and construction are carried out by the people.
Therefore, the worl< aimed at educating and rousing the people into
action should be conducted for successfully carrying out the re-
volutionary strugg le and construction worl<.

The work among the people is, in essence, politlcalwork and work
wrth thelr ideology.

Giving precedence to politlcal worl<, the work among people,
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neglecting administrative and business affairs or technical
and economic work.

'As the leader instructed, administrative and business
affairs and technical and economic work should be co rrectly
combined with political work while giving precedence to the
latte r. " (t bid.. p 68 )

The building of socialism and communism is a highly organized
undertal<ing which involves the whole society and is conducted in a

planned manner. This is complex worl< which is based on modern
science and tech nology Meticu Io us ad m i n istrative a nd orga n izalional
worl< and scientif rc technical and economic wot'l< are indispensable for
the building of socialism and communism

And yet,these will be successful only when priority is given to
political worl< No revolutionary tasl< could be successf ul if one should
neglect political worl< and get himself involved only in technical and
economic business.

Therefore, the princrple of correctly combining administrative
business affairs and technical and economic worl< with political work
while giving precedence to the latter should be adhered to.

Next, it is to place one's marn emphasis on poiitical and moral
incentive and correctly combine this with material incentive.

The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll said:
" ln o rde r to mob ilize the masses to socia Iist co nstructio n

successfully, we should place our main emphasis on political
and moral incentive and correctly combine this with material
incentive." (tbid, p 69 )

The essential feature of socialist society lies in its communist
character. I n socialist society the mea ns of prod uction belongs to
social property and the worl<ing people f reed f rom exploitation and
oppression consciously worl< with high zed for the society and the
collective. The polrtical and moral incentive is derived from this
communist character of socialist society and is aimed at strengthening
it

As a matter of f act, socialist society assumes a transitiona I

character. ln socialist society essential differences remain in labour and
labour is not yet the prime necessity of life, and the productive forces
are not so developed as to d istrib ute accord ing to one's needs.
Therefore, the principle of distribution according to the quality and
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Political work is creative work which is conducted under different
conditions and circumstances; it is work among the people at different
levels and with different characteristics. Therefore, there cannot be a

uniform formula ora set pattern in thiswork. ltshould bedone in a fresh
and creative way in accordance with the objects and circumstances.

Politicalworl< must be conducted in a waywhich is suitable to the
actualsituation with diverse forms and methods and in an effective and
posrtive way.

Next, political work should be done in such a way that the masses
regard it as their own affair.

The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong Il said:
"Politicalwork must be conducted in such a way that the

masses regard it as their own affair." (tbid., p.70.)
Since political work is work to educate and rouse broad sections

of the masses into action, it cannot be done with the efforts of only a

few people. As a matter of principle, all revolutionaries should be
performers of this worl< and political worl<ers, educators and organizers
of the masses.

As the great President Kim ll Sung explained, the method of one
person rousing ten persons into action, ten a hundred and a hundred a

thousand through education, is a superior method in enlisting many
people in political work and turning it rnto a struggle which concerns
the masses themselves

Next, political worl< should be closely combined with revo-
lutionary practice.

The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll said:
"Political work must be closely combined with revo-

lution ary practice." (tbid., p. 7o )

The major objective of political work is to implement the rev-
olutionary tasks successf ully. Therefore, success in this work must find
expression in the actual result of the revolution and construction and
must be appraised by it

Only when the principle of giving precedence to political work,
whose correctness and vitality have been proved by the revolutionary
practice, is strictly adhered to, will socialism and communism be built
faster and better.

ln his classic worl< the dear leader has newly formulated the
g u id ing principles of the J uche idea a nd systematized them in a u n if ied
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V THE HISTORIC SIGNIFICANCE OF
THE JUCHE IDEA

!n this part of his treatlse the dear leader Cornrade Kim Jong ll
grves an extensive expositron of the great contribution made by the
Juche idea to the development of humanity's thinl<ing and to the cause
of Chaj usong.

The Juche idea is exerting a great influence on the ideologicaland
spiritual life of h uman ity and on the revolutionary changes of the
world. lt is arousing great response from people all over the world and
giving a powerful impetus to the contemporary historic movement
which is aspiring to Chaj usong.

The Juche idea has become a great contemporary thought, and its
attraction and importance in effecting changes increase with the
progress of history.

a. The Juche ldea Gives a Genuinely Revolutionary
World Outlook of Our Time, the Juche Age

The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll sard:
"The Juche idea gives us a genuinely revolutionary world

outlook of our time, the Juche age. This constitutes a major
historic contribution made by the Juche idea to the develop-
ment of humanity's thinking and to the cause of liberation of
mankind." (lbid., p. 71.)

First of all, the guiding idea of revolution should give an
elucidation of the world outlook, so that the popular masses can have
correct opinion, viewpoint and attitude in regard of the world and their
destiny
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ical principle that forms its foundation.
The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll said:
"The Juche idea which elucidates the world outlook of a

new age is fresh and unique in its philosophical principle that
forms its foundation." (tbid., p 73.)

The philosophical principle that forms the foundation of the J uche
idea, first of all, gives a correct answer to the f undamental question of
philosophy newly raised with man as the main factor.

The philosophical princrple is, by natu re, a principle which gives
an answer to the basic question of philosophy.The content and
originality of philosophical principle are, therefore, determined by how
the basic question of philosophy is raised and solved.

ln the past the relations between matter and consciousness,
between being and thinl<ing were regarded as the basic question of
philosophy. The Marxist materialistic principle concerning the priority
of matter and being gave a scientific solution to this question.

Since the question of the world's origin had been made clear by
the materialistic viewpoint, the J uche ldea raised a new problem
concerning the position and role of man in the world as the basic
question of philosophy and gave an answer to the question of who is
the master of the world and where is the force to transform the world. ln
other words, the Juche idea raised a new problem concerning the
position and role of man in the world as the basic question of
philosophy and elucidated that man ls the master of everything and
decides everything.

The philosophical principle that f orms the foundation of the J uche
idea is also based on a new elucidation of man.

The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll said."The ph ilosoph ical principle of the J uche idea wh ich
clarif ies the position and role of man as master of the world is
based on a new elucidation of ma n." (tbid., p. 73 )

The correct elucidation of man is an important 
I

solved in the world outlook and a prerequisite to the
man's position and role in the world.

The q uestion on man had been also d iscussed a
preceding philosophies, but it was confined mostly to
on pure man, to the excluslon of soclal relations. To say
idealists, the metaphysical materialists, too, regarded
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can transform the world and shape his destiny means that the wcrld is
not immutable but changes and develops without letup, the real world
is transformed and changed by man's positive role and man's destiny
shaped on lris own initiative. This is based on the premise of dialectics
f undamentally oppGsed to metaphysics.

Thus, the philosophlcal principle of the J uche idea is newly
elucidated on the premise of the dialectical materialistic principle
which denies mysticism and fatalisrn.

Second, the originaiity of the Juche idea lres in the fact that it is a
world outlook centring on ryran.

The dear leader Conrrade Kim Jong ll said:
"The Juche idea uniquely def ined the domination of tlre

world hy rnan who is the highest-developed product in the
rnaterial world, as wellas the principles of its transformation
and progress, thus shedding a new light on the foundation of
the lnlorld outlook. The worlcl outlook based on the philosoph-
ical principle of Juche is a world outlook which is centred on
man." tlbid.. p. 74)

The philosophical principle constitutes the foundation of the
world outlook" Therefore, the philosophical principle defines the
character and content of the world outlook which is based on it.

The philosophical principle of Juche is a principle which urrrquely
elucidatesthe don-lination of the world by man and the principles of its
transforrnation and progress. The world outlool< based on this philo-
sophical prinqiple cannot br-rt be a new and unique world outlook
which centres on man.

The world outlook based on the philosophical principle of J uche
throws a new light on the viewpoint and attitude towards the world
with man at the centre.

There have been various types of world outlook in history, but
there was none that ctearly indicated the viewpoint and attitude
towards the world placing man at the centre.

a lrr history there existed a religious world outlook placing "God" at
the centre, an idealistic world outlook with spirit at the centre and a

materialistic world outlook centring on matter in general.

Even the rnaterialists who regarded the world as a material world in
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disproved the idealistic view on social history. Regarding the course of
social development as that of natural h istory, Marxism advanced a
theory that social belng defines social consciousness, by applying
dialectical materialism to social histo ry and, on this basis, theoretically
generalized the objective inevitability of the changes and development
of the prod uctive forces and the relations of prod uctiol'1, basis and
superstructure.

While admitting the general laws of development of the materiat
world which affect social history, the Juche idea expounded the laws
which are peculiar to social hlstory. Herein lies a great service the
J uche idea rendered in perfecting the worl<ing-class outlook on social
h istory.

The Juche ldea indicated new and unique principles of social
history which form the basic content of the Juche outlook on history.

The dear leader comrade Kim Jong ll said:
"The principle of social history that the subject of history

is the rnasses of the people, that socio -h isto rical movements
are their independent and creative movements and that their
consciousness of independence plays the decisive role in the
revolutionary struggle, forms the basic content of the Juche-
based view of history. This provides a new elucidation on the
essence, ch aracter and motive force of socio-historical
movement, the movement of the subject." (tbid., p 75.)

The Juche-based view of social history gives a new light on the
essence, character and motive force of socio-historical movement.

The subject of history rs the masses of the people.
The socio-historical movement is a struggle of the masses of the

people, the subject, to transform nature and scciety in accordance with
their will and requirements and carve out their destiny,

The socio-historical movement as the movement of the subject
assumes an independent and creative character. ln other words, it is an
independent movement of the masses of the people to live and develop
as the masters of the world and their destiny and their creative
movement to transform nature, society and themselves.

This movement is given an impetus to by the independent
consciousness of the masses of the people. The latter makes it possible
to step u p the former with success by ro using the revol utio na ry
enthusiasm and creative activity of the masses of the people.





Revolutionary practice in the new era demanded that the re 
.voiutionary theory be developed in a way which was suited to new

historic conditlons, The new era, the Juche age, urgently demanded a
new theory whlch would indicate the road to realize the Chajusong of
the broad popular masses who appeared as the masters of history and
achieve national Iiberation" class ernancipation and human freedom.
This demand was met successfully by the Juche idea.

To begin with, the Juche idea propol.lnded the basic principte of
revolution and thus rendered it possible to evolve new revolutionary
theories required by our time.

The dear leader Cornrade Kim Jong Il said:
""The Juehe idea propounded the baslc principle of revo-

Iutlon that the rnasses of the people are masters and the
motive foree of the revolution and construction and, on this
basis, rendered it possible to evolve newr revotutionary
theories required by our tit-ire,'n (tbid.,p.76.)

The basic principle of nevolutlon is a pninciple which evolves the
rnost essential featunes of the revotrutionary movement; it is a principle
which conrstitutes the basis of altr theories, strategies and tactics on the
revolr.ltion and construction" Only when this pninciple is correcttry
propor.rnded" can the whole content of the revctutionary theory to be
evolved on its basis be a scientif ic and revolutionary one and
demonstnate its might in the revolution and construction.

By newly etrucidating the basic principle of revolution that the
masters of the revolution and constructlon are the masses of the people
a nd that they are also the nnotive force of the revolution a nd
construction through a scientific generanization of the new historicat
cond ltions" the J uche idea made it possibtre to develop the re-
volutionary theory onto a new, higher stage in keeping with the
requirements of our time.

The J uche idea which evolved the basic principtre of the revo!ution
is the sound basis on which to devetop the revolutionary theory of the
Juche age. Developing the revotutionary theory on the basis of the
J uche idea means expounding the principles and general laws
governing the revotrutionary movement with the wonking masses, the
masters of the revolution and construction, at the centre. !n other
words, it means throwing light upon the traws governing the change
ancl developn"lent of the position and role of the working masses, the
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The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll said:
"The Juche idea serves as a guideline which shows a

correct approach to the preceding revolutionary theories."
(lbid., p 78.)

The theory of a new era is related to the theories of the preceding
age and created by developing them in keeping with the new historical
conditions. Therefore, the question of how to approach the preceding
revolutionary theories poses as an important principled matter in
developing the revolutionary theory of the working class.

The preced ing revolutionary theories of the working class were
advanced on the premise of the conditions and tasks of the past times
which were different from today, but they have a community of class
idea and mission with the revolutionary theory based on the Juche
rdea. These revolutionary theories are based on the common class idea
which serves the revolutionary cause of the worl<ing class and charged
with a mission to mal<e a contribution to realizing the Chajusong of the
working class and other worl<ing masses. Therefore, the revolutionary
theory based on the J uche idea is closely related with and the
successor to the preceding revolutionary theories of the working class.

B ut the J uche idea is a theory wh ich strictly ad heres to the creative
stand towards the existing theories and experiences and an original
theory different from the preceding theories in its ideo-theoretical
foundations, system and content.

By laying down the principle of creatively approach ing the
existing theories and experiences, the Juche idea mal<es it possible to
apply and develop the preceding revolutionary theories to suit the
req uirements of revolutionary practice in our time.

ln particular, the J uche idea maintains the position of f irmly
defending and realizing the Chaj usong of the working class and other
worl<ing masses, and thus mal<es it possible to accurately identify and
eliminate all l<inds of opportunrsm, including revisionism which gives
up the cause of revolution halfway or denies class struggle, and uphold
the class principle and the spirit of uninterrupted revolution in the
revolutionary theories of the worl<rng class.

The J uche revolutionary theory is the genuinely revolutronary
theory of the worl<ing class in the Juche era and is the undying
communist revolutionary theory which will be ever-victorious along
with the struggle for the Chaj usong of the worl<ing masses.
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national liberation in a colony and opened a shortcut to socialism. lt
has created a socialist new life which the world's people call a "model
of sociallsffi", and is successfully pioneering the untrodden path to
socialism and communism

Because the J uche idea illuminates the way, the Korean people
have been able to advance along the shortest route and thus achieve in
a brief period of time a great victory in the struggle for independence,
sovereignty and socialism, a success which is amazing to the world.

The Juche rdea has become a solemn reality in Korea. The history-
mal<ing changes and great creatrons worked out by the Korean people
are precious fruit of this idea. Very proud and honoured by the brilliant
victory and results attained under the banner of the Juche idea, the
Korean people are now struggling for the historic cause of transforming
the whole society in accordance with this idea.

Further, the Juche idea is exerting a great influence on the
contempo rayy revolutionary movements to build a new world of
rndependence.

The dear leader Comrade Kim Jong ll said:
" Because it ref lects the common aspiration of the

1n7orld's people to Chajusong, the Juche idea is exerting a
great influence on the contemporary revolutionary move-
rnents to build a new world of independence." (tbid., pp Tg-80 )

The J uche idea has brought about a great change in the
development of the contemporary revolutionary movements. It is

because the Juche idea reflects the common aspiration of the world's
people to Chajusong.

It has opened up a new revolutionary
wh ich to advance the revolution in an
ma n ner.

The revolution should be made independently and creatively by
the people of each countrY

Our era, when the revolutionary movement is mal<ing progress
through diverse f orms with the national state as one unit, demands that
the people of each country properly playthe role of masters with a high
degree of awareness that they are the masters of revolution. This is
more urgent in the countries where there is a great influence of wrong
ideologies such as worship of great powers and dogmatism.

By clearly showing how to make a revolution in an independent
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of victory, for the popular masses in their endeavour to create a new
world and shape their own destiny.

By giving a profound scientific exposltion of the historic signific-
ance of the Juche idea the dear leader ComrarCe Kim Jong Il has made
a great h istoric contribution to extensively proving the greatness and
originality of the Juche idea and to increasing rts unusual attraction
and indestructible vitality to the extreme.




